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INTRODUCTION

In 1976 it was reported that some 3OQ,QOO American

children between the ages of five and eighteen years lived

overseas. These "Third Culture Kids," or "TCK's," children

of representatives of governments, employees of international

businesses, church and educational mission representatives,

and employees of international organizations, foundations

and welfare agencies, comprise a unique population, present-

· ing significant categorical as well as individual differen-

ces.l Ruth Useem, professor of education, Michigan State

University, has defined "third culture“ as a "generic term

to apply to the way of life that is developed in the inter-

stices between societies."2 One very large sub—group of

this population is the group of missionary children, affec-

tionately called "MK's" (missionary kids) who live with their

missionary parents overseas. Because of their long-term

experience in a single overseas location, they are, according

to Useem, more typical of the generalizations of TCK's than

short-term residents.

1Ray F. Downs, "A Look at the Third Culture Child,"
The Japan Christian Quarterly, (Spring 1976), pp. 66-67.

2Ibid., p. 66.
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A number of studies have been concerned with the

identification of the unique characteristics of high school

and university third culture children. Little information,

however, is available regarding the needs of third culture

children at the time of their initial departure overseas.

The adjustment of the child to a new role and a new culture

has been generally left to parents who are equally involved

in finding their own way in a new environment.

Only recently have various governmental agencies,

businesses, military groups, and missions provided some sort

of orientation to the adult members of the families they send

overseas. These orientations vary in length from a few hours

to several months and include a variety of emphases designed

to produce a satisfactory adjustment and enhance the work

potential of their employees.

The Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist

Convention, among the pioneers in the area of orientation,

for most of its 136 years of operation provided no formal

orientation for new missionaries. In 1954, however, the

first conference designed to prepare new missionaries was

held, and then repeated annually for three years. During

the next decade, the four-day orientation program was ex-

panded to nine days and was held semi-annually. In 1967

a new extended program lasting several months was instituted.

Because such a lengthy program was only possible on a resi-

dential basis, arrangements for the children of the new
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missionaries became a necessary priority. In the beginning

years the children continued their academic studies during

the orientation period by means of the Calvert course, a

correspondence course designed for use by Americans living

overseas. When this was considered unsatisfactory by the

participants in the orientation, the local school system was

persuaded to provide for this rather transient group of stu-

dents. In the intervening years this arrangement has been

continued. Considering the short—term stay of these child-

ren and the uncertainty of numbers and age distributions from

group to group, the school system has been gracious indeed

to accept this group of temporary residents into their regu-

lar educational program.

With provision made for academic needs of the children

in this manner, the orientation staff attempted to focus on

other needs of the missionary children by including them

along with their parents in the viewing of films of the

country to which they were moving and in enabling them to

develop skills in music, art, sports, and other areas that

could be continued in their new homes overseas. In addition

discussion groups for the children provided opportunity to

explore their fears, concerns, and questions related to the

move to a new country.

Limited access to the children because of the hours

spent in school was deemed a serious restriction to the

effectiveness of the orientation program for children. In
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the opinion of Sam James, Director of Orientation for the

Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board, missionaries who have

participated in the orientation program have repeatedly ex-

pressed disappointment that the needs of their children have

not been met.3 Foreign Mission Board staff members have also

experienced frustration in being deprived of the time neces-

sary to implement an effective orientation program for the

children. Area directors of the Foreign Mission Board have

felt that the missionary children need an opportunity to

"change gears" just as their parents do, and the orientation

period could provide an excellent, rather controlled en-

vironment for this, according to J. D. Hughey, former Area

Director for Europe and the Middle East.4 In addition they

believe it is necessary to provide a transition to the new

type of school the children will attend on the field, a

transition not possible at the present Missionary Orienta-

tion program with its utilization of a typical U. S. school

setting.

Thus, it is not surprising that, given the opportu-

nity, the Foreign Mission Board would consider alternative

means of providing for the educational needs of the children

in order to give greater attention to other aspects of the

3Sam James, Director for Orientation, Foreign Mission

Board, Southern Baptist Convention, interview, June 22, l98l.

4J. D. Hughey, former Area Director for Europe and

the Middle East, Foreign Mission Board, Southern Baptist Con-
vention, interview, August 27, l98l.
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child‘s development as well. This opportunity came in

October 1980 when the Foreign Mission Board voted to move

its orientation center to new facilities to be constructed

on a 233-acre tract in Rockville, Virginia. Because of

limited, seasonal access to the program‘s earlier location

in Calloway Gardens, Georgia, the Foreign Mission Board pro-

posed the construction of an $8.5 million multiple-use

Orientation Center where the orientation program might be

broadened. Projection of an in-house educational/orientation

facility for the children was included. It would now be pos-

sible to expand a typical educational program into an educa-

tional/orientation experience which would blend quality

academic education with the learning of specific skills

necessary to live in another culture.



CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

Providing an appropriate educational/orientation

program for children preparing for life overseas presented

a rather unique problem for at least two reasons. First,

no similar program existed which might serve as a model. A

review of the agencies and organizations that provided pre-

departure orientation for employees offered few examples of

attempts to address the needs of the children. Some church

mission groups provide for the presence of the children at

the parents' orientation and include them in activities suit-

able for their participation. Wycliffe Bible Translators,

Incorporated, encourages missionaries in training to place

their children in public or private schools when possible.

During Wilderness Training, however, the children join their

parents in a six-week camp phase, a four-week "border phase"

in which they live with Mexican families, a ten-day travel

practicum in Mexico, and a ten-day field trip in which only

the most basic gear and equipment are used. The children

take along their schoolbooks, secured from their former

6
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schools, and study daily with the help of a teacher.5 This

orientation program is unique to the needs of the Wycliffe

missionary who will reside in a remote area of the world in

most cases, carrying out the tasks of recording an existing

language for the first time and providing a translation of

the Bible.

The Department of Defense, through its Office of

Dependents Schools, while providing education for 135,000

students in twenty foreign countries, assumes no responsi-

bility for the child until he arrives at the overseas loca-

tion. The military would face an almost insurmountable task

if they attempted to orient their more than 100,000 military

personnel and their families assigned overseas annually,

according to Steve Motta, chief of the Education Division of

the Department of Defense, Office of Dependents Schoo1s.6

Frank G. Shepard, Director of Student Services of

International Schools Services, reported in September 1981

that he had been consulting with Shell Oil Incorporated in

the development of a new orientation program for She1l's em-

ployees. The focus, however, is not on the child, as Shepard

interprets it, but on the employee. Similar to another

program sponsored by Continental Oil Company, the emphasis

5Field Training Course Catalog and Instructions for

1981-82 Season of the Americas Field Training Course, Dallas,

Texas: wycliffe Bible Translators, Incorporated.

6Letter from Steve Motta, Chief of the Education

Division of the Department of Defense, Alexandria, Virginia,

September 2, 1981.
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is clearly on the orientation of the parent, and the child

is truly "shortchanged," according to Shepard. The United

States Department of State also provides a pre-departure

orientation program in Washington which is more a review of

the State Department post than a truly in-depth program for

families of dependents, he continues. In response to a

question regarding the need for an orientation program for

children moving overseas, he gives the following response:

My answer can only be a resounding yes. Following
twelve years in the field, I have come to see too
many families, particularly too many children, who
came into a new post with no prior experience, no
expectations and no knowledge of the limitations
that are imposed upon them as dependent children.
Children need to know the legal ramifications in a

given country or at a given post within a country;

they need to be aware of the ethical implication and
expectations placed upon them as dependents of mis-
sionary personnel, or indeed of expatriate personnel.
Children also need to have an awareness of the ethnic
foibles of a given country or a given group of people
within a country.7

A second obstacle in offering an appropriate educa-

tional/orientation program for these children is that rela-

tively little information is available which would identify

needs unique to this group. Children of parents newly ap-

pointed as missionaries have many needs in common with the

general population of young children and adolescents born

and residing in the United States. They are, of course, a

legitimate part of that group. It is not their past experi-

7Letter from Frank G. Shepard, Director of Student
Services, International Schools Services, Princeton, New

Jersey, September 22, l98l.
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ences, but their projected and anticipated role changes

which precipitate the emergence of new and unique needs.

It was these needs, specific to children anticipating a

transfer to and a residence in a new and foreign culture,

which must be identified.

The problem addressed by this study then was: What

are the cognitive, emotional, social, and spiritual needs of

new missionary children in their transition to residence in

a new cultural setting, and what are their implications for

the provision of an educational/orientation program?

l. What are the needs missionary children face prior
to departure overseas?

2. Is the sending agency responsible for meeting
those needs?

3. Is it possible to meet all or any of the expressed
needs in a limited time frame?

4. What priority should be assigned to specific goals

of an orientation program in meeting identified
needs?

Purpose of the Study

In order to determine essential components of an

effective educational/orientation program for children plan-

ning to move with their missionary parents overseas, it was

first necessary to identify areas in which the children ex-

perienced specific needs in relation to their anticipated

change of residences. It was the purpose of this study to

identify the cognitive, emotional, social, and spiritual

needs of children of newly appointed missionaries; to judge
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whose responsibility it is to meet those needs; and to

determine the degree to which it is possible to meet the

needs in a two-month orientation program. The focus of the

study was those needs which are related to the transition of

the children to their new place of residence. Implications

for an orientation program were then drawn from the needs

assessment.

Significance of the Study

This study will add to the body of knowledge by

identifying needs of American children in their transition

to residence in a foreign land and by suggesting implica-

tions for a pre-departure orientation. The needs are

specific to those of children whose parents are Southern

Baptist appointed missionaries, but may have commonalities

with all children anticipating a transfer of residence over-

seas.

Because little or nothing is known of the needs of

"Third Culture Kids" prior to their departure overseas

generally, or new missionary children specifically, informa-

tion derived from the research regarding such needs will be

of interest to professionals in sociology, medicine and

education, and to others who are involved with missionary

children and other third culture children. While some

studies have been done of adolescent and young adult TCK's,

particularly in identifying unique characteristics of the
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group, only minimal knowledge of the needs, fears, and con-

cerns of young missionary children as they face a rather

significant change in the structure and form of their lives

is available., As such needs and concerns are identified and

intervention provided, a better adjustment on the part of the

child is possible. The study will, therefore, provide infor-

mation to other mission groups, businesses or government

agencies in their concern for families of their employees

living overseas.

In addition, the analysis of the needs as defined in

this study will lead to implications for an orientation pro-

gram for the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist

Convention to enable missionary children to make a smoother

transition into their new "homes." Such a transition has

potential for creating an improved long—term adjustment.

Organization of the Study

Each year thousands of American children accompany

their parents to new residences in foreign countries. While

the businesses, government agencies, and missions who are

the sponsors of these families have in many cases equipped

the adults to encounter the inevitable cultural differences

by means of some kind of formal orientation, little atten—
A

tion has been offered the children in their adjustment to a

new setting. This chapter has offered a statement of the

problem and defined the importance and necessity of the
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study of specific needs experienced by these children. Evi-

dence was offered that no investigation of this nature has

been conducted and that it would provide important informa-

tion in the development of a pre-departure orientation pro-

gram.

The review of the literature in Chapter II is directed

toward two subjects: the missionary child overseas and a

needs assessment methodology. Current studies of this popu-

lation will be considered, both in relationship to American

children who remain in their homeland and to those who live

overseas with parents engaged in occupations other than

missionary (government officials, businessmen, and teachers,

for example). A review of the literature surrounding meth-

odologies available for the assessment of needs not only

offers a variety of designs but also critiques the strengths

and weaknesses of each. Specific dangers involved in the

use of the methodology are also explored.

Chapter III describes the methodology used in this

study. The preliminary investigations are reported, and

( their role in the development of the survey instrument out-

lined. The design of the study is presented, and the sample

is detailed. This chapter also includes a description of

the survey instrument and of the process of data collection

and analysis.

The results of the study are reported and analyzed in

Chapter IV. Tables serve to clarify the findings. Both
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consensus and diversity among the groups are presented, and

the influence of geographic area of residence is highlighted.

The final chapter contains a summary of the results

of the study and offers implications for the development of

an orientation program for new missionary children based on

the data. It also includes suggestions for further research

in the area of the American child overseas.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

In the preparation of a needs assessment of new

missionary children anticipating a move overseas, some prior

knowledge of the characteristics of this specific group is

required. Most of the available research deals with the

older child with overseas background, but it does offer some

specific information about the missionary child and the re-

l sults of experiences in growing up in a foreign land. None-

theless, it is true that to this point little research has

been focused on this unique group of younger missionary

children.

An orientation program directed toward young mission-

ary children prior to their moving to a foreign assignment

with their parents presupposes the gathering of information

about necessary areas of concentration. Therefore, it is

important to benefit from the experiences of others through

the literature in the preparation of a needs assessment sur-

vey. Definition and parameters of a variety of methodologies

are needed to differentiate effective alternatives in choice

of methods and implementation. A comparison of needs assess-

ment techniques will sort out features of the various ap-

l4
”
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proaches, thereby facilitating the selection of the most

appropriate method for the study. One method, the mail

questionnaire, will be highlighted. Its greatest drawback,

nonresponse bias, will be explained and some remedies

offered. Finally, four specific needs assessment programs

will be reviewed and suggestions made for reporting survey

results and suggestions.
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Research and the Missionary Child

The large number of American children between the ages

of five and eighteen living overseas, 300,000 reported by

Downs in l976,8 would seem to indicate that a great deal of

research must have been directed toward the identification

of characteristics and needs of these children. A review of

the literature, however, reveals that only recently has this

group been targeted by researchers for study, and these few

studies uncover only scanty information about the young mis-

sionary child. Much of the study and writing has been

carried out by men and women who have themselves been a part

of a third culture family. Research, for the most part, has

been done in the context of graduate study, and only a few

of these studies have been published. Although journals

published by church agencies and mission foundations are in-

creasingly focused on the life and needs of missionary child-

ren, they typically offer human interest stories and accounts

of the life of a youngster or teenager overseas. Relatively

little serious research has been done by the church regarding

the children of the men and women it sends out. Perhaps this

is due to the fact that missiologists have been primarily

concerned with the dissemination of the gospel rather than

with the personal lives of those who proclaim that gospel.

8Downs, "Look at Third Culture Child," p. 66.
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Few sociologists or educators have been interested in the

study of life in a third culture or its resulting effects

on the members of such a culture. Only an occasional article

on this unique group appears in an educational or other pro-

fessional journal.

An annotated bibliography on the education of mission-

ary children compiled by Steve and Judy Van Rooey in 19819

includes ninety-four entries on this subject. An earlier ·

work, completed in 1977 by these authors, was edited and

amended to include all the sources known to them at that

time. Although no claims were made that the bibliography

was exhaustive, it was the sum and substance of their search
·

over a period of years. More than half the entries were

found in journals published by churches and mission agencies.

Another one fourth of the titles were masters' theses (24)

or doctoral dissertations (3). Only ten percent were found

in academic journals or books. At least one fourth of the

articles deal directly with the education of missionary

children. The other topic of greatest interest is the ad-

justment of the missionary child back into the American

culture after residence in a foreign land. The authors'

9Steve and Judy Van Rooey, "Bibliography on Education
of Missionary Children," disseminated through the Billy
Graham Library in Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, 1981.
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comment that, "Articles on the whole seemed a bit superficial

and of little real substance," is followed by commendation

for some "quality works."lO

A number of the articles noted in the above biblio-

graphy relate to types of school settings available on the

mission field and the relative merits of each type. While

a number of options are available, such as correspondence

courses, national schools, mission schools, and American

schools (Mi11er,ll Smithlz), national schools (K1adenskyl3)

and boarding schools (Markl4) are often favored. Beckl5 has

offered suggestions to missionary parents in preparing their

children for life in a boarding school by explaining varia-

lolbid., p. 1.

llRobert William Miller, "A Comparative Study of the
Types of Elementary Education Available to Conservative Bap-
tist Missionary Chi1dren,"(MRE thesis, Conservative Baptist
Theological Seminary, 1962).

l2Wil1iam Wesley Smith, "Planning Your M.K.'s Educa-
tion," (Th.M. project, Dallas Theological Seminary, 1975).

l3Georgina Kladensky, "The Advantages of Going to
National Schoo1s," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 10 (April
1974):154-159.

l4Les1ie Earl Mark, "The Problem of Education for the
Children of Missionaries," (Bachelor's thesis, Gordon Divini-
ty School, 1955).

l5James Romaine Beck,"Parental Preparation of Mission-
ary Children for Boarding School," (Taipei, Taiwan: Mei Ya
Publications, 1968).
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tions in the normal routine of life. Cassady and Cassadylö
have recommended more careful staff selection and more ade-

quate staff for mission schools, as well as the development

of a guidance program in assisting missionary children in

adjusting to boarding schools and in returuing to the United

States.

In a study of·missionary students in an elementary

and junior high school in the Central African Republic, it

was found that the greatest problem of these youngsters was

separation from their parents.l7 Craw has described prob-

lems faced by missionary children academically, socially,

psychologically, and spiritually, and has proposed solu-

tions.l8 Van Rooey commented, however, that "the paper does

not fulfill its stated purpose entirely, and his summary

lacks substantial conclusions."l9

Many of the studies concerning missionary children

deal with their social and emotional development. While

l6Melvin and Maryanna Cassady, "Study Related to the
Education of Missionary Chi1dren" (a mimeographed paper for
National Council of Churches, New York, 1962-63).

l7Joann Albrecht, "Adjustment of Missionaries' Child-
ren on the Mission Field and Upon Return to America" (scho-
larly/scientific paper for a graduate course, Indiana
University, 1970).

l8Donald L. Craw, "A Study of Basic Problems of Mis-
sionary Children with Proposed So1utions," CMRE thesis,
Talbot Theological Seminary, 1968).

l9Van Rooey, "Bibliography".
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being an MK is generally perceived as a positive experience,

there are inherent and potential hurdles in early childhood

and adolescence which may be magnified by the unusual circum-

stances of the third culture setting. David Stewartzü has

warned that it is altogether possible that the missionaries

can remain unaware of problems their children may be experi-

encing by assuming that a quiet and well-behaved child is

well adjusted and happy. Collinszl urged missionary candi-

dates to consider carefully the implications of rearing

children in a land which may be less sanitary than their own,

with children of a different culture, language, and thought

patterns, and the long separation which may be involved if

the children are sent away to school. She also recommended

obtaining professional help for children who exhibit any

tendency toward unnatural dependence and instability or

other psychological disturbances, to determine the child's

ability to cope with changes resulting from a move overseas.

She states that the parents' attitude toward the call and

service of God and their presence and emotional support in

the family are crucial factors in the child's adjustment.

2ODavid Stewart, "Booby Traps and Tight Ropes" (paper
delivered at the Sixth International Convention on Mission-
ary Medicine, held on the Wheaton College (Illinois) campus,
March l8-22, l972).

2lMarjorie A. Collins, Manual for Accepted Missionary
Candidates (Pasadena: William Carey Library, 19721.
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Basing her study on Erik Erikson's psychosocial model
of stages of human development,22 Taylor traced issues of

major concern in the personality development of children

of missionary parents. She indicated that trust, autonomy,

and initiative have peak developmental periods within the

pre—school years. Unfortunately, however, she finds that

many missionaries are pulled by demands of supporting church-

es, language learning, professional development and service,

and overseas family needs and tend to neglect to study this

period of childhood and to organize time to do an adequate

job in rearing the pre-schooler. In Erickson's fourth stage

of development, industry versus inferiority, Taylor chal-

lenged the missionary parent to offer experience, informa-

tion, and stimulation to engender intellectual and social

growth. She concluded by emphasizing the importance of the

day-to-day interaction of missionaries with their children:

An extremely important personal ingredient for our
bi-cultural children is a strong personal identity
built from birth through successive stages of basic
trust, autonomy, initiative and industry, all pass-
ing through ascendant stages at an age when still
at home with parents.23

Useem pointed out that because third culture

families share the common experience of moving into un-

22Margaret Hopper Taylor, "Personality Development in
the Children of Missionary Parents," The Japan Christian
Quarterlv (Spring l976): 72-78.

231b1a., p. 78.
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familiar territory, they offer each other mutual support in

the face of change and strangeness. As a result, the over-

whelming majority of third culture children like, respect,

and feel emotionally attached to their parents.24 These

shared experiences are different from those of the people

with whom the TCK interacts when he returns to the United

States. It is not surprising then that only seven percent

report feeling 'at home' among their peers in the United

States.25 Because of their extraordinary experiences in

growing up, Useem found:

The reported experiences of these youth suggest
that they cope rather than adjust, and as one student
of multicultural persons describes them, they become
both 'a part of' and 'apart from' whatever situation
they are in.26

Interaction with the national children in the country

in which the missionary child lives provides interesting

material for observation. In a limited study Gross27 in-

vestigated the effects of missionary children's contact with

national peers. He found that while only nineteen percent

of his subjects would have liked more contact with the other

missionary children, sixty-four percent of them desired more

24Ruth Hill Useem, "Third Culture Kids,“ Todav's
Education 55 (September—October 1976):104.

25Ibid., p. 105.
26Ibid., p. 105.
27Clifford Gross, "Missionary Children's Contact with

National Peers," seminar paper, Graduate School of Missions,
Columbia Bible College, 1975.
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contact with national peers. No apparent attempt was made

to explain the causes for the failure to obtain this contact,

and the reader is left to ponder if lack of permission by

parents, poor interpersonal relationship skills on the part

of the child, or some other factor was the cause.

Troutmanzg contrasted the lifestyle of diplomatic

and business people stationed overseas with that of the

missionary. Governmental representatives and employees of

businesses typically live within an American colony, a

"little America," and in reality never leave the United

States in their attitudes, he reported. The missionary fam-

ily, on the other hand, identifies and lives closely with

the local people in all aspects of life, often living out-

side the large metropolitan areas where they meet few

Americans other than missionaries. Troutman proposed that

this strong identification with the host country precipi-

tated some complications and confusion for the missionary

child. Although the foreign country is actually his home,

the child is taught both consciously and unconsciously that

"home" is the United States. Usually his only experience in

the United States is on furlough where he must cope with

constant traveling, new schools, new friends, and the expec-

tation of returning to the field in a year. Furlough time

28Char1es H. Troutman, "Family Security--Wherever

HZ2elgä," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 10 (April 1974):
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is not a settling experience, nor is the time when the mis-

sionary child returns alone to the United States for high

school or college. It is not surprising that many mission-

ary children feel as though they have been cut adrift in an

‘ unfamiliar vacuum, separated not only by geographical dis-

tance, but by emotional distance as well. It is even possi-

ble that they will feel they are burdens to their families,

and their being sent away to school is to enable their par-

ents to be more "effective" missionaries, unhampered by

their roles as parents. Troutman recommended two things that

parents can do to prevent feelings of alienation from their

families:

l. Ensuring the security of the home in a physical sense,
both living at home on the field and teaching the
children that the field is their home while they are
there.

2. Including the whole family in the actual work of
the mission, giving them a sense of participation
and fulfillment.29

According to Troutman, these two steps can forestall the

feelings of parental rejection and establish support sys-

tems of love and concern within the missionary family.

It has been determined rather recently that growing

up in a country other than your own generally results in

the development of unique characteristics. Ruth Hill Useem,

director of the Office of International Extension of Mich-E

Zgxbia.
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igan State University, is prominent among educators in pro-

viding the impetus for study in this important area. Useem

in her articles, speeches, and interviews, as well as in her

class lectures and through direction of_qraduate studies,

has contributed to the general knowledge and understanding

of "third culture kids" both with her own studies and through

the generation of interest of other researchers.

The term "third culture" is commonly used in litera-

ture relating to missionary families. Useem defines third

culture as:

" . . . a generic term to apply to the way of life
that is developed in the interstices between so-
cieties. It includes the occupational roles,
language, values, and customs that are created and
shared by persons who are crossing cultural,
societal, or national boundary lines, to relate
their societies, cultures, or nations to each
other...TCK's, then, are the minor dependents
of these (representatives of government, busi-
nesses, and international organizations), for
the most part highly educated, mobile world
elite who are linking in complex ways the global
community."30

Useem's research has included the identification of

significant categorical as well as individual differences

among third culture children through questionnaires submitted

to college and university students in America who had spent

part of their earlier life abroad. Findings regarding

generalizations of third culture children seem to indicate

30Downs, "Look at Third Culture Child," p. 66.
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that they:

l. Are more intimately related to and dependent upon
the family than their counterparts in the United
States.

2. Appear to relate better to adults than their own
peer group.

3. Do not make friends easily but prefer one or two
very close friends.

4. Appear to be self-directed, self-disciplined, and
subdued and think seriously about personal and
community concerns.

5. Are good observers.

6. Are gaining in measured intellectual performance
while SAT and achievement test scores in the
United States are typically going down.

7. Have fewer psychiatric problems than young people
reared in the United States.

8. Read more than youth in the United States and
tend to enjoy writing.

9. Are more likely to be talented in the field of
music.

10. Are more conservative in values than youth in
the United States.

ll. Take academic work seriously and are frequently
‘ overachievers. Useem also reported that few

services are available for the small percentage
of TCK's who experience academic problems, result-
ing in significant problems for them.3l

A relatively small amount of research has been

focused on the identification of differences among the

3l1b1a.
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children of different parental occupations. Krajewski,32

for example, found that missionary dependents, as compared

to dependents of federal civilian, business, and Department

of Defense employees, ranked second in percentage of those

.receiving high grades, but had the lowest percentage claim-

ing high self-concepts of intellectual ability. His hypo-

thesis was that the work ethic of these students caused them

to feel that any grade less than "A" indicated less than ·

adequate effort.

Shepard33 has outlined a number of characteristics

of the missionary child:

1. MK's learn languages more than children of other
categories living overseas.

2. The child in the third culture, we are also very
sure, develops very, very close friendships among
very few people.

3. The child of the third culture also tends to be
much more self-reliant than his Stateside counter-
part.

4. The child of the third culture, the longer he
stays out, tends to have more difficulty moving
back into the social structure as it exists in
the United States.

5. Generally, the third culture child seems to look
back overseas when it comes time to make decisions
about career lifestyles.

32Frank R. Krajewski, "A Study of the Relationship
of an Overseas-Experienced Population Based on Sponsorship of
Parent and Subsequent Academic Adjustment to College in the
United States," (PhD thesis, Michigan State University, 1969).

33Frank Shepard, "Living in the Third Culture" (paper
presented at Sixth International Convention on Missionary
Medicine, Wheaton College, March 18-22, 1972).
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Re-entry, a term for the return of third culture

youth back into American culture, is currently a topic of

keen interest among researchers. Downie34 has explored some

of the aspects of the identity formation of this group and

has attempted to pinpoint factors influencing the nature of

the re-entry experience. Clyde and Sheila Austin of Abilene

Christian University, Abilene, Texas, are actively research-

ing the effects of re-entry on third culture teenagers in an

attempt to discover solutions to the inherent difficulties

of this transition.35

While the information distilled from these and other

studies provides noteworthy assistance in the reassimilation

of young people who have lived a portion of their lives over-

seas back into the mainstream of American life, they contri-

bute little or nothing to our understanding of the needs of

the young child who is just beginning his life as a member

of a third culture family. It is equally important to con-

sider both the forces that accelerate positive adjustment

on the part of the missionary child and those that hinder a

proper transition in order to provide for productive inter-

vention in adjustment situations. Definition of the needs

of young children facing the potentially traumatic response

34Richard Dixon Downie, "Re-Entry Experiences and
Identity Formation for Third—Cu1ture Experienced Dependent
American Youth: An Exploratory Study," (Doctor's disserta-
tion, Michigan State University, 1976).

35Letter from Clyde Austin, Professor, Abilene
Christian University, Abilene, Texas, 16 September 1982.
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to a transition from the familiarity and comfort of a middle-

class American environment to the unfamiliarity and cultural

differences in life in a foreign country is extremely im-

portant in understanding their reactions and in enabling them

to cope in a more positive way.

A Needs Assessment Approach

The process of determining the needs of a group of

individuals in a specific situation is a difficult task.

Decision-making requires the use of judgment, and as Stake

has pointed out, judgments typically rest on incomplete

knowledge, imprecise measurements, and inadequate experi-

ence. He goes on to say, however, that the evaluator may

"lessen the arbitrariness of decisions and decision-making

by introducing data-gathering methods already developed by

other social scientists."36 Kaufman recommended selecting

from an array of needs assessment methods available for

successful intervention in a problem area "without risking

construction of solutions for which there is no related prob-

lem."37 Indeed, the widespread use of needs assessment

36Robert E. Stake, "Objectives, Priorities, and Other
Judgment Data," Review of Educational Research 40 (April
1970): 181.

37Roger Kaufman, "Needs Assessment in Perspective:
Introduction to Special Issue," Educational Technology 17
(November 1977): 4.
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strategies over the past dozen years has contributed to more

effective educational planning.38

Most approaches in needs assessment measure the dis-

crepancy between a present condition and a group of specific,

explicitly—stated goals.39 The commonly used meaning of

"need" infers a gap between a preferred state and the status

quo. Kimpston and Stockton r¤xmm¤tkd.four steps in deter-

_ mining needs:

1. Establish goals and rank for importance.

2. Determine the present status of each goal.

3. Identify the discrepancy between goals and the
. present condition.

4. Assign priorities to discrepancies.4O ·

In evaluating the five most commonly utilized methods of
“

needs assessment, specifically the EPIC Diversified System,4l

38Richard D. Kimpston and William S. Stockton, "Needs
Assessment: A Problem of Priorities," Educational Tech-
nology 19 (June 1979):16.

39Ibid.
4OIbid.
4lEPIC Diversified Systems Corporation, Needs Assess-

ggg; (Tucson, Arizona: Educational Innovators Press, 1972).
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English and Kaufman, McGraw-Hill, Phi Delta Kappa,

and Westinghouse,45 it was found that all begin with goal

establishment and ranking and the identification of existing

discrepancy. However, the methods largely ignore other cri-

teria for establishing priorities. Only the Westinghouse

model included explicit criteria for setting priorities,

i.e., the ranking of the extent to which a goal is perceived

to be the school's responsibility.46 Judgment of priorities

in the Westinghouse modelvüm based on these two questions:

1. Is the goal appropriate?

2. How does the discrepancy between actual condition
and the expressed goal compare with gaps associated
with other goals?

Kimpston and Stockton object to the idea that the larger the

discrepancy, the higher the priority. They aqnmd instead

that high priority should be assigned to the area which peo-

42Fenwick English and Roger Kaufman, Needs Assessment:
A Focus for Curriculum Development (Washington, D.C., Asso-
ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1975).

43McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Evaluation Work-
shop II: Needs Assessment (Monterey: McGraw-Hill, 1973).

44Northern California Program Development Center and
The Commission on Educational Planning, Phi Delta Kappa,
Educational Goals and Objectives: A Model Program for Com-
munity and Professional Involvement (Bloomington, Indiana:
Phi Delta Kappa, 1972).

45Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Educational Needs
Assessment (Iowa City, Iowa: Westinghouse Learning Corpora-
tion, 1973).

46ib1a.
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ple see as most critically needed.47 Stake agreed that an

item with a smaller discrepancy may be more important. He

contends that comunity pressures, difficulty and cost of

remediation, and relevance of testing instruments should also

be considered in making decisions.48 Relative discrepancies,

then, according to these authors, should be considered as

additional data, but certainly not as adequate in themselves

to form the total basis of effective decision-making. If,

as Kimpston and Stockton, as well as Stake, have asserted,

it is too simplistic to apply the discrepancy test, how is

it possible to arrive at high priority needs? There is sel-
dom enough time and/or resources to implement remedies to

all problems. Planners need to know which needs command

the most immediate attention.

Some attempts have been made to assist groups in

expressing their sense of the relative importance of a need.

Stake and Gooler, for example, have studied the allocation

of a scarce resource--time-—to identify needs. (They con-

cluded that the most important objectives will not, and

indeed should not necessarily require the greatest amount of

time and confirmed the suspicion that priorities are ordered

differently when different measures are used.49 Priorities

471b1d.
48Stake, "Objectives and Judgment Data":l8l.

49Robert E. Stake and Dennis Gooler, "Measuring Educa-§;g?al4iriorities," Educational Technology ll (September
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ordered by allocation of time will differ from ordering

based on allocation of money, for example. Stake and Gooler

deduce:

It seems clear that a statement of goals and a
description of discrepancies may be necessary but

p not sufficient considerations for eliciting re-
liable and valid judgment of priority for educa-
tional planning.5O

Kimpston and Stockton provide another factor in the

attainability of the goal. It is conceivable, they state,

that one might target three or four goals considered within

the realm of possible achievement, over one goal which could

require a greater expenditure of effort. As the relative

difficulty of attaining a high—ranked goal increases, one‘s

estimate of its relative priority would probably decrease,

according to these authors. Thus, relative attainability

becomes a significant consideration in assigning priorities

for planning.5l Unfortunately, Kimpston and Stockton report,

no currently available needs assessment model includes at-

tainability as a criterion for priority setting. In the

absence of a technique that directs attention systematically

to relative difficulty of attainment, they recommend an

adaptation of force field analysis, a widely recognized

planning tool which has been applied in predictions of the

future and for planning change in institutions and social

Boxbia.
5lKimpston and Stockton, "Needs Assessment":20.
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systems. In this model significant driving and restraining

forces are identified with the purpose of adding, weakening,

eliminating or holding them constant in order to affect

change. Although specific procedures have not been outlined,

their point that attainability of a goal is an important

factor of a needs assessment is well taken.

From the information and opinions reflected above,

it is apparent that a needs assessment method should include

not only a measure of discrepancy between the perceived

present and desired state of a situation, but also additional

measures of other criteria, including responsibility and

level of attainability. The inclusion of these additional

factors will result in more productive and fertile data on

which planning for the future may be based.

Sarthory has pointed out that in spite of the avowed

value of needs assessment procedures, there are factors

which inhibit their use. One problem is that an "awareness

understanding" of the methodology, born out of the familiar-

ity of the term "needs assessment," often results in one of

two undesirable circumstances. Either an educational admini-

strator will feel disinclined to acquire necessary skills to

implement such a "familiar" technique, or he decides not to

use it at all in favor of some more novel method.52 It is

52Joseph A. Sarthory, "Needs Assessment and the Prac-
titioner: Problems and Prospects," Educational Technology 17
(November 1977):24.
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true, as Witkin has purported, that discrepancy models,

those systematic educational planning techniques drawn

from the original work of Kaufman, are demanding in time and

expertise. Because of the method's regimen, it is often

eliminated. Nevertheless, needs assessment procedures per-

mit the consideration of more factors and usually are more

valid than simple difference scores.53

Kaufman has promoted the participation of partners

such as parents, learners, community members and educators

in needs assessment models. Stake and Gooler have asserted

that since the statement of a need is the reaction of a

person to something, a needs assessment is not only a

description of a need, but of the persons who see the need

as well. As a result,

° . . . the needs assessor has no obligation to
find concensus. In fact, he is acting improperly
if he does not report the diversity of viewpoints
of need.54

It is the responsibility of the technologist to decide whose

preferences should be considered significant in the identifi-

cation of a need. The provision for involvement of many

groups and the allowing for their representatives to express

53Roger Kaufman, "A Possible Taxonomy of Needs
Assessment," Educational Technology l7 (November l977):6l.

54Stake and Gooler, "Measuring Priorities," p.45.
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their views concerning goals and perceived needs constitute

a major benefit of the methodo1ogy.55

Needs Assessment Methodologies

Needs assessment methodologies, while differing in

approach, follow similar steps in implementation. Basically,

the procedure includes:

1. Defining the project's objectives

2. Selecting the data-gethering techniques

3. Preparing items for th instrument

4. Selecting the sample

5. Obtaining the data

6. Coding the data

7. Preparing the data for analysis

8. Presenting the findings and recommendationssö

With the expanded use of needs assessment instruments

in recent years, at least five categories of approaches

have emerged:

1. The Key Informant Approach

2. The Community-Forum Approach

55Gayle H. Gear and Robert K. Gable, "Educating Handi-
capped Children in the Regular Classroom: Needs Assessment
in Teacher Preparation," Journal of Research and Development
in Education 12 (Summer 1979): 37.

56George J. Warheit, Roger A. Bell, and John J. Schwab,
Needs Assessment Approaches: Concepts and Methods (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
1979) p. 19.
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3. The Rates-Under-Treatment Approach

4. The Social Indicators Approach

5. The Survey Approach57

The Key Informant Approach utilizes data obtained from indi-

viduals in the service area who are cognizant of the community

needs. The Community-Forum Approach also attempts to solicit

information from a knowledgeable public but does so through

participation in a forum. The Rates-Under-Treatment Approach

involves the study of utilization patterns of agencies pro-

viding specific services to determine broad sociodemographic

and geographic information and the types of service offered.

The Social Indicator Approach makes use of the inference of

need suggested by statistical reports, such as census reports

and state and federal agency data. The purpose of the Survey

Approach is to focus on needs perceived by a representative

group of people rather than communicating with the entire

population.

The survey method, the design most commonly used,

"when done correctly with carefully developed and tested

methods and materials, is the most scientifically valid for

assessing needs and evaluating programs."58 Surveys can be

both the least expensive per response and also provide the

571b1a.
58John M. Nickens, Adelbert J. Purga, III, Penny P.

Noriega, Research Methods for Needs Assessment (Washington,
D.C.: University Press of America, 1980), p. 5.
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means for communicating with a large number of individuals.

Survey research is used to study both large and small popu-

lations through the selection and study of samples. From

these samples characteristics of the population are inferred.

Random samples can often furnish the same information as a

census at much less cost, greater efficiency and at times

greater accuracy. Although social welfare surveys were done

in England in the eighteenth century, survey research in the

social science sense is a development of the twentieth cen-

tury.59 Rigorous, scientific procedures and methods have

been developed mostly by psychologists, sociologists, statis-

ticians, and other social scientists, profoundly influencing

the social science field. Survey research is characterized

by the nature of its variables, which may be classified as

sociological fact, and opinions and attitudes. Sociological

facts are attributes of the individuals such as sex, income,

socioeconomic status, age, education and race. Opinions and

attitudes, as well as behavior, form the second type variable

and are in essence psychological facts. Psychological vari-

ables are examined in relationship to sociological variables

in order to attempt to determine causes for certain behavior.

59Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Re-
search (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973),
pp. 412-413.
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Survey methods used to obtain information are the

telephone survey, panel, controlled observations, personal

interview, and the questionnaire. Of these, Kerlinger points

to the personal interview as the most effective and further

deems it to be the most powerful and useful tool of social

scientific survey research. He dismisses the telephone sur-

vey method as having little to recommend it beyond speed and

low cost. Possible nonresponse, uncooperativeness, and

reluctance to answer more than superficial questions are a

few of the negative aspects of this technique. The panel

method involves the selection and interview of a sample of

respondents who are then viewed and studied at later times

in order to discover changes in behavior and attitudes. Ker-

linger reports that the mail questionnaire has serious draw-

backs unless it is used with other techniques. He points

out that lack of response and the inability to check re- —

sponses given form defects serious enough to make the mail

questionnaire "worse than useless except in highly sophisti-

cated hands."6O Widely used for more than forty years,6l

however, the questionnaire approach has been applied exten-

6OIbid., p. 414.
6lDean J. Champion and Alan M. Sear, "Questionnaire

Response Rate: A Methodological Analysis," Social Forces 47
(March 1969):335.
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sively in many areas of social research and has become the
most commonly applied method for educational research.62

In comparing the mail questionnaire method with the

second most frequently employed method of data collection,

the personal interview, Benson points out these major advan-

tages:

l. It provides opportunity for consultation within
the family concerning matters affecting the whole
household

2. It allows for greater chance of availability
3. Its impersonality often prevents or at least

minimizes negative psychological reactions to
emotionally-loaded questions

4. There is no chance of an interviewer intentionally
or unintentionally biasing the answers 63

Warheit, Bell and Schwab list other advantages of the mail

questionnaire technique:

l. It provides the most scientifically valid and
reliable information it is possible to obtain
regarding needs

2. It has flexibility to answer a wide variety of
questions

·3. Its design permits a choice of sampling techniques,
item construction, and methods of analysis 64

They warn, however, that mail surveys can be very expensive,

especially if the design includes a large statistical

63Lawrence E. Benson, "Mail Surveys Can Be Valuable,"
Public Opinion Quarterly l0 (Summer 1946); 234.

64Warheit, Bell and Schwab, Needs Assessment Ap-
proaches, p. 46.
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probability sample, a lengthy interview instrument, and a

widely dispersed population.65 Parten, reflecting the

concerns of others about the mail questionnaire, has sug-

gested that not only is it difficult to check the accuracy

of the responses, without the aid of a personal interviewer,

misinterpretation of questions is possible.66 The most fre-

quently leveled criticism of the mail survey, however, is

the typically low rate of return, often less than sixty to

seventy percent, which affects the validity and reliability

of the results.

Nonresponse Bias

A brief probe into the literature on needs assessment

methodology brings strong evidence that high rate of

response to a survey is essential. Hackler and Bourgette

state that the problem of a high nonresponse rate is based

on the assumption that opinions of nonrespondents may differ

in nonrandom ways from those who do respond.67 Leslie,

however, has challenged those who support the notion that

651b1a.
66Mildred B. Parten, Surveys, Polls, and Samples (New

York: Harper and Brothers, 1950): PP. 95-96.

67James C. Hackler and Patricia Bourgette, "Dollars,
Dissonance, and Survey Returns," Public Opinion Quarterly 37
(Summer 1973): 276.
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low response necessarily biases the results.68 He ques-
tions the prevalent view that response bias severely limits
the usefulness of surveys and questionnaires receiving less
than 100 percent return. Although there is ample evidence
that response rate bias may occur in mail surveys, available
evidence reveals only differences between respondents or
nonrespondents in terms of such independent variables as
sex, geography, and age, he argues. It can only be assumed
that these differences lead to differences in the dependent
variables, according to Leslie. He further states that when
populations surveyed are homogeneous, minor differences on
independent variables between respondents and nonrespondents
or late respondents may occur, but differences as to depen-
dent variables are unlikely. Thus, he states, researchers
surveying issues directly related to homogeneous groups
should not be overly concerned about the percentage of ques-
tionnaire returns, as long as enough responses are gained to
meet statistical assumptions.

Leslie‘s views notwithstanding, most researchers give
serious consideration to the problem of response bias. The
Advertising Research Foundation recommends an eighty percent

or better response rate for mail questionnaire surveys.69

68Larry L. Leslie, "Are High Response Rates Essentialto Valid Surveys?" Social Science Research l (1972): 328.
69Paul L. Erdos, "Data Collection Methods: ‘Mail Sur-

veys," Handbook of Marketing Research, ed. Robert Ferber, (NewYork: McGraw-Hill, 1974), pp. 2-99.
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Nonresponse bias is then a serious problem for the

researcher who chooses to use the mail questionnaire tech-

nique. A number of factors are said to affect the return

rate:

l. Agencies requesting the information

2. Length of the questionnaire

3. Skill of the interviewer

4. Amount and success of the pre-survey publicity

5. Extent and detail of pre-planning

6. Characteristics of pupulation being studied

7. The community itself.70

Two approaches to dealing with the problem of low

return in mail questionnaires are:

l. Follow procedures with proven results in planning
and distributing the questionnaire.

2. If, in spite of the careful application of these
procedures, the response is still short of an
anticipated percentage of return, investigate
the impact of the non-response rate by means of
a scientifically accepted method of study.7l

These two approaches are essential in planning and imple-

menting an effective needs assessment technique.

Three major factors are considered in the devising

of an effectual needs assessment instrument:

7OWarheit, Bell and Schwab, Needs Assessment Ap-
proaches, p. 50.

7l1b1a.
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1. Origin and purpose of the study
2. The design of the instrument itself
3. Details of distribution and follow-up procedures

Obviously, the agency requesting the information has some
effect on the responsibility a respondent would feel for
his response.72 In addition, the greater the intrinsic
interest of the subject matter to the respondents' personal
concerns, the better the chances are for high response.73
Offering the results of the survey to the respondents may
also stimulate interest and response.74 In a study of the
relationship of interest in the subject of the questionnaire
and response bias, Baur found that those interested in the
subject returned their questionnaires promptly while those
not as interested turned theirs in later.75

The design or format of the needs assessment instru-
ment can also contribute to the response rate of the survey.

The general opinion on the length of the questionnaire is

721b1a.
73Dona1d P. Warwick and Charles A. Lininger, The Sample

Survey: Theory and Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975),p. 132.

74Doug1as R. Berdie and John F. Anderson, Questimuwdxes:
Design and Use (Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press Inc.,
1974), pp. 58-59.

75E. Jackson Baur, "Response Bias in a Mail Survey,"
Public Opinion Quarterly ll (Winter 1947): 594-600.
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that it should be as short as possible.76 This assumption
was based on the theory that respondents would be more likely
to fill out a questionnaire that would take less of their
time than a longer one. Sletto, however, reported that his
findings suggest that the length of the questionnaire is not
an important variable in response rates.77 A study by
Champion and Sear supports Sletto's findings. In the study
which used questionnaires of three different lengths, the
longer questionnaires were returned most frequent1y.78 It
would appear from the conflicting evidence reported that the
issue of length is more complex than first thought and re-
quires further study. Dillman indicated that from two of
his studies, the appearance and form of the questionnaire
should be considered for size and respondent's perception of
the size.79 In addition, the layout of the questionnaire

should be designed to avoid appearing crowded on the page.8O

76Nickens, Purga, and Noriega, Research Methods, p. 30.
77Raymond F. Sletto, "Pretesting of Questionnaires,"

American Sociological Review 5 (April 1940): 193-200.
78Champion and Sear, "Questionnaire Response Rate,"pp. 335-339.

79Don A. Dillman, "Increasing Mail Questionnaire Re-sponse in Large Samples of the General Pub1ic," PublicOpinion Quarterly 36 (1972): 254-257.
80Erdos, "Mail Surveys," pp. 2-99.
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Not only is the format of the instrument important,

but the type questions included are significant. "Fixed

alternative" questions, those for which the responses are

limited to stated alternatives, for example, take less time

to answer than open-ended questions and tend to increase the

response rate. They also have these additional advantages:

l. They are easily standardized

2. They are quick to administer

3. They can be placed in a pre-coded format

4. They lend themselves to hypothesis testinggl

On the other hand, they have these disadvantages:

l. The basic premises on which the questions are
based may be incorrect.

2. A respondent may feel forced to make a choice
when he truly has no knowledge or opinion.

3. Respondents are limited to the same response
choices,

4. They presume some pre—existent knowledge on the
part of the investigator which tends to limit
their use in exploratory or pilot situations.82

Warheit, Bell, and Schwab indicate that a limited number of

open-ended questions may be used if they are clearly stated,

easily answered, and near the end of the instrument.83

Slwarheit, Bell and Schwab, Needs Assessment Ap-
proaches, p. 86.

82Ibid.
83Ibid., p. 86.
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Perhaps the most critical step in the use of a mail
questionnaire as far as response rate is concerned, is the
distribution. Many researchers use and recommend an advance
letter or notice before the questionnaire is sent.84 This
advance letter or "alert card" serves to inform the respon-

dent that an important survey is on its way and will require

their urgent attention.85 Actual studies seem to confirm

that the use of an advanced notice sent prior to the ques-

tionnaire does improve returns.86

An important coordinate to the mail questionnaire is

the cover letter which sets the tone for the message from
the sponsoring agency to the respondents.87 The message

from the president or another authoritative figure increases
its importance in the eyes of the respondents. Linsky found
that personalization and emphasizing the importance of the
respondent had a significant positive effect on the response

84Nei1 M. Ford, "The Advance Letter in Mail Surveys,"
Journal of Marketing Research 4 (1967): 202-204.

85F1oyd L. McKinney and Charles Oglesby, Developing
and Conducting Follow-Up Studies of Former Students (Lexing-
ton, Kentucky: Kentucky Research Coordinating Unit, 1971),
(Bethesda, Maryland: Document Reproduction Service No. ED 056 240).

86Erdos, Mail Surveys," pp. 2-100.

87Southern Regional Education Board, Follow—Up Surveys
of College Graduates (Atlanta, Georgia: Author, 1978).
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rate.88 Champion and Sear confirmed these results when they '

found that the response rate improves when the respondent's

importance to the study, as opposed to the social good or

the researcher's appeal to help, is emphasized.89

In making decisions regarding mailing procedures, the
researcher must be aware of the comparison of the cost of
various tactics and techniques and the resulting effect on
response rate. For example, Gullahorn and Gu11ahorn,90

Champion and Sear,9l and Warwick and Lininger have reported

that stamped, addressed return envelopes, rather than con-

ventional business reply envelopes are one of the more
effective devices to increase response rate.92 Rossman

and Astin, however, in a cost-effectiveness study, found

that the cost per response, when comparing first-class

postage to non-profit postage, favored non—profit postage.

In addition, they found that live stamps increased response
rate by no more than two percent, but costs were considerably

88Arno1d S. Linsky, "A Factorial Experiment in Indu-
cing Responses to a Mail Questionnaire," Sociology and
Social Research 49 (January 1965): 183-189.

89Champion and Sear, "Questionnaire Response Rate,"
pp. 335-339.

90Jeanne E. Gullahorn and John T. Gullahorn, "An In-
vestigation of the Effects of Three Factors on Response to
Mail Questionnaires," Public Opinion Quarterly 27 (Summer
1963): 294-296.

9lChampion and Sear, "Questionnaire Response Rate," pp. 335-339.

gzwarwick and Lininger, Sample Survey, p. 132.
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more. The results of their study generally held that the
least expensive methods of performing a mail questionnaire

study were the most cost—effective.93 The Southern Regional

Education Board has reported that all institutions have
found that repeated mailing of questionnaires does improve
response rates. They warn, however, that the added cost of

extra mailings must be weighed against the improvement in
response rates. A minimum of two mailings is universally
recommended to bring about a rise in response. Further mail-
ings bring diminishing return.94 Christison, in a study
comparing seven possible techniques for improving the rate of
return of questionnaires found that paying for the return of
the instrument was the most successful, bringing a 73 percent

return, but not even financial reward by itself seemed to be

an adequate factor in motivating all people to respond.95

Nickens, Purga, and Noriega summarize the foregoing

arguments:

Monetary incentive, first class versus third class
mailings, stamped versus business reply envelopes,
advance letter, personal versus non-personal wording
of the cover letter, timing of questionnaire, and

93Jack E. Rossman and Alexander W. Astin, "Cost Ef-
fectiveness of Differential Techniques for Mail QuestümuxüresN'
Research in Higher Education (l974):_273-279.

94Southern Regional Education Board, Follow-Up Sur-
veys, pp. 273-279.

95Milton Christison, "Alternative Methods of Improv-
ing the Return of Follow—Up Questionnaires: Their Cost and
Effectiveness," (Bethesda, Maryland: ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service No. ED 132 188, 1973), PP. 1-13.
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follow-up mailings, length of the questionnaire,
repeated mailings, and intrinsic interest are 96
all different taeties for inereasing response rate.

Obviously, Berdie and Anderson's advice to consider the use

of varying taeties for different samples and studies in

order to maximize response rates is wise counsel for the

researeher.97

If, after utilizing the necessary methods to increase

high response to the questionnaire, less than eighty percent

return is achieved, steps must be taken to examine the im-

pact of the non-response rate. There are at least three

methods of investigating the effect. The first and most

direct method is to select a limited random sample among the

nonrespondents for a telephone interview to determine whether

their responses follow the same pattern as from the respon-

dents. The data is then statistically analyzed to determine

whether there is a significant difference between the sur-

vey responses from respondents and non-respondents.98

Another way of checking for non-response bias is

through the use of demographie characteristics. Demographie

averages on various characteristics are eomputed for the

96Niekens, Purga, and Noriega, Research Methods,
p. 28.

97Berdie and Anderson, Questionnaires, p. 53.

8
98Niekens, Purga, and Noriega, Research Methods,

p. 2 .
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respondents and then compared to those for the total popula-

tion. A chi-square test is then applied to determine whether

the resulting differences are significant.99

A third means of investigating possible non-respondent

bias is to examine the difference between early and late

respondents. It is inferred that non-respondents have more

in common with late respondents than early respondents.

Therefore, if responses from late respondents differ signifi-

cantly from early respondents, it could indicate nonrespon-

dents' bias. In order to implement this strategy it is, of

course, necessary to number the responses sequentially as

they arrive.l00 These three methods may be considered when

the rate of response to the questionnaire is less than

eighty percent.

ggibia., pp. 29-30.
looxpia.
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Specific Needs Assessment Programs

Prior to the launching of a needs assessment survey,

the researcher must respond to several queries which will

ultimately indicate the method of the survey. Items which

need to be considered include:

l. How much time is available in organizing and
implementing the needs assessment process?

2. What monetary resources are available for use?

3. Who will be involved in the survey?
Q

4. What are the parameters or extent of the needs
assessment?

5. What knowledge or skills are available in the
implementation of the survey? -

6. How can we ensure concentration on the needs of
children rather than the educational program
itself?lOl

A needs assessment in its simplest form, according to Witkin,

"may be thought of as a process for ranking goals for impor-

tance and setting priorities on them."l02 The most common

methods for obtaining rankings of goal importance employ

scales and card sorts. For ratings by scales each respon-

dent is asked to rate goal statements, usually on a five-

point scale of importance. Mean scale values are found for

each goal, and then they are ranked for importance. In card

l0lJerry L. Nichols, "Needs Assessment," 6 No. 2,
monograph, Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Iowa City,
Iowa.

l02Belle Ruth Witkin, "Needs Assessment Kits, Models,
and Tools," Educational Technology l7 (November 1977): 5.
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sorts, each respondent indicates degree of importance by

sorting a pack of twenty to thirty goal statements into three

to five piles. Points are assigned to each importance rating,

and group totals and means are computed. Other methods for

obtaining rankings for goal importance include:

l. Budget allocation, in which each rater allocates
a number of points (or dollars) among a set of
goals.

2. Paired—weighting procedure, in which each goal
is compared with every other goal and then rank-
ordered for importance.

3. Magnitude estimation scaling, providing ratio
scale expressions of the relative importance of
each goal so that it is possible to determine
the relative distance between importance of goals,
not just rank order.lO3

Nichols has identified four rather widely distributed

needs assessment programs for elementary school-age children:

the Center for the Study of Evaluation's Elementary School

Evaluation Kit, the Phi Delta Kappa Model, the Delphi Tech-

nique, and the Westinghouse Needs Assessment Survey.lO4 The

CSE Elementary School Evaluation Kit, developed at the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles, contains a set of lO6

goals which are rated by means of a card-sort procedure on

the following scale:

l°31b1a., p. 6.
1-O 4 ' II IINichols, Needs Assessment, pp. 2-4.
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l — unimportant goal

2 — marginally important goal

3 — goal of average importance

4 — moderately important goal

5 - one of the most important goals

The second step is determining how well each goal is being

accomp1ished.lO5

The Phi Delta Kappa Educational Planning Model, devel-

oped by the Northern California Program Development Center,

is a long-range planning model designed for the inclusion of

parents, patrons, students, teachers, and administrators.lO6

Phase I of the three-phase model includes the prioritizing

of eighteen general goals and the determination of perceived

needs. Phases II and III are involved with curriculum devel-

opment, evaluation, and recycling of planning techniques.

The eighteen goals used in the program were developed in 1969

by the California School Boards Association, following a

thorough analysis of goals from other states, pilot schools

of California's Planning, Programming, Budgeting System, and

other sources.lO7 Research indicated that the eighteen goals

l°51b1a., pp. 2-3.
lO6Program Development Center of Northern California,

Educational Planning Model (Bloomington, Indiana: Center
for Dissemination of Innovative Programs, Phi Delta Kappa,
Inc., 1975), Phase I Manual, p. 5.

A
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were all-encompassing, and field tests confirmed that only

rarely did community members find it necessary to suggest

additional goals. The first step in this model is to select

representative community committee members, including com-

munity members, administrators, teachers, and students.

These members review the eighteen goals and at the first

meeting are given opportunity to rank the goals individually.

The members are then divided into groups of four, whose duty

it is to reach a group consensus or agreement on the ranking.

Group consensus scores are registered on a total summary

sheet, and an average for each goal score is computed. At

the beginning of the second meeting the committee members are

given a report of the results of the first meeting and given

the opportunity to endorse the goals for the school district.

They are then asked to rate the goals for the school district

after asking themselves two questions:

l. In my opinion how well are current programs meeting
this goal?

2. Is this goal really the responsibility of the school?lO8

Upon completion of these activities, the data are used

to enable the staff to complete the initial activities of two

other steps in the planning model:

l. Expanded Needs Assessment

2. Identification of the Target Goals

logxbia., p. 10.
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The Expanded Needs Assessment allows school personnel to

concentrate their efforts on examining available informa-

tion with only a few target goal areas. By examining

sources of information indicative of goal achievement, such

as completed surveys, recorded school data, public data,

achievement test scores, follow-up surveys of graduates and

dropouts, it is possible to determine if the community‘s

perception of goal achievement for the number one target

goal is, in fact, an accurate perception.lO9 If the avail-

able data support the members' perceptions, the next step

would be to translate these needs into performance objec-

tives.llO

The Phi Delta Kappa Educational Planning Model has

been used extensively throughout the United States. Appli-

cation.of this method was beneficial to fifteen Iowa school

districts, for example, who implemented Phase I in the rank-

ing of educational goals for their districts. Within one to

three years after the meeting, questionnaires were sent to

participants, asking about their attitudes toward needs

assessment in general and their views of the Phase I pro-

cedure specifically. Not only did the participants indicate

generally positive attitudes toward needs assessment, seventy

loglbid., phase III, pp. 37-45.
ll0Ibid., Phase I Manual, p. 28.
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percent of the participants considered needs assessment

either important or critical to educational progress in the

schools.lll

The Delphi Technique provides one avenue for achieving

consensus of opinion of a group regarding specific issues.

Contrary to the traditional method for achieving consensus,

the round-table discussion, the participants are not brought

together in one place nor are individual opinions reported to

the group. Thus, it is an attempt to overcome certain nega-

tive factors inherent in the group discussion method, such

as: undue pressure or influence exerted by vocal or powerful

members, unwillingness to abandon publicly expressed opinions,

and the pressure of majority opinion. The Delphi approach

relies instead on a carefully designed program of "sequential

interrogations with questionnaires interspersed with informa-

tion and opinion feedback."ll2

Originally used as an intuitive methodology for or-

ganizing and preparing forecasts about the future,ll3 it

lllMary E. Huba, Elaine F. McNal1y—Jarchow, and Anton
J. Netusil, "Evaluating Needs Assessment: Reactions to
Phase I of the PDK Educational Planning Model," Education
(Spring 1981):243.

ll2Frederick R. Cyphert and Walter L. Gant, "The
Delphi Technique: A Case Study," Phi Delta Kappan (January
1971):273.

'll3W. Timothy Weaver, "The Delphi Forecasting Model,"
Phi Delta Kappan (January 1971):267.
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typically begins with the generation of several concise

statements of events by the respondents, followed by esti-

mates as to the probability of each event occurring at a

given date in the future. After responses are collated,

opportunity is given each participant to change his esti-

mates. The third-round responses are requested after a

report is made of the responses of others in the group.

Again the responses are collected and the results reported

back to the participants. If a respondent's estimate does

not fall within the interquartile range of all estimates, he

is given opportunity to justify his response or revise his
position.ll4

The Delphi method has recently been used to assess

both student and institutional needs, first projecting what

conditions will exist at some point in the future, and then

using these projections as a basis for present planning.ll5

The technique is typically used with groups of fifty or less,

but it can be implemented with larger groups as well.ll6 Al-

though it prevents the over-influence of opinion on group

deliberations and provides opportunity to modify opinions as

a result of feedback regarding the opinions of others, the

method is time-consuming. The repeated return to the respon-

ll4Ibid., p. 267.
ll5Witkin, "Kits, Models and Tools,“ p. lO.

1161616., p. 17.
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ding group necessitates the availability of the participants.

In spite of the difficulty of implementation, however, the

technique's demonstrated success is apparent.ll7

The Westinghouse Educational Needs Assessment offers

fifty goal statements designed to establish a base for deter-

mining pupil attainment, thereby establishing an initial

phase of accountability. The method calls for the involve-

ment of citizens, educators, and students as primary parti-

cipating groups. Other sub-groups may be identified and

included by school officials, however, and accounted for

separately. Opportunity is also given to substitute for any

of the prescribed goals offered in the plan. The intent of

the Educational Needs Assessment is to provide a rating for

each of the goals in terms of importance, responsibility, and

attainment of the goals for the schoo1.ll8

Suggested methods of conducting the assessment include

direct mail, group sessions in which each of the groups is

isolated from the others, or group sessions followed by face-

to-face group interaction meetings. It is recommended that

all students and educators be involved in the assessment, as

well as a representative sample of the community, selected

randomly by means of a statistically sound method. Steps

are carefully outlined in the process of informing the

ll7Westinghouse Learning Corporation, Administrative
Manual for Educational Needs Assessment (Iowa City, Iowa:
Westinghouse Learning Corporation, 1973), pp. l-23.

ll81b1a., p. 1.
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selected participants as to the purpose and times and places

of meetings. Equally detailed suggestions are offered in

the conduct of the assessment. Assessment booklets are pro-

vided for stating the conclusions of the individuals regard-

ing each of the goals. A cover sheet provides directions

for completion of the booklet. The assessment itself pro-

vides for the rating for each goal in terms of:

l. How important the goal is considered to be, based
on a five-point scale, ranging from most impor-
tant (5) to least or not important (1)

2. The degree of responsibility which the school has
for the goal, based on a scale ranging from com-
plete responsibility (1.00) to little or no
responsibility (.20)

3. The perception regarding the extent of attainment,
based on a three-point scale, ranging from more
than adequate attainment (.9) to less than ade-
quate attainment (.3)

The formula for determining priority of goal statement is

constructed from these variables: Importance Responsibility

(IR) value, formed by multiplying the importance rating by

the responsibility rating, divided by the perception of

attainment ratings, A. This quotient is explained by the

following statement:

Priority of goal = I x R Value
A

where: I = importance
R = responsibility
A = perception of attainment.
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The IR values and the overall criticality quotients are ob-

tained for each group by calculating the mean. The IR value,

the importance rating for any one goal is multiplied by the

rating assigned to responsibility, producing a product

ranging in value from 5.00 to .20, with 5.00 being the goal

most critical when importance and responsibility are under

consideration. The final critical quotient, obtained by

dividing the IR value by the perception of goal attainment

for any group, results in values for goals ranging from l6.6

(highest) to .ll (lowest).ll9

Based on the results of the assessment, a series of

reports are compiled by the Westinghouse Learning Corpora-

tion and submitted to the participating schools. These

reports include:

l. Summary of ranking of goals according to needs,
showing the degree of criticality for each group.

2. Profile of ranking of goals according to needs
by group.

3. Ranking of goals according to needs and by
· group.

4. Ranking of goals by perceived attainment by
group.

5. Ranking of goals by importance by group.

6. Ranking of goals by school responsibility by
group.

llgxbid., pp. 22-23.
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7. A detailed preliminary report of ranking goals.
V8.

A summary of results of survey questions.l20

Available for almost a decade, the Westinghouse

Educational Needs Assessment has been widely applied to

studies across the nation. Ease of administration and the

comprehensive reporting system are attractive elements of

this method.

Reporting the Results

Fundamental to the concept of needs assessment

methodology is the fact that its importance and worth issue

only from the application of the resulting data to the plan-

ning process. If needs assessment is seen as the "front end

of educational planning," as Witkin has claimed,l22 the end

result should be more effective program development and at-

tainment. Cronbach and Suppes have described two types of

studies which lead to program improvement:

l. Decision-oriented study, a commissioned study
in which a decision-maker asks an investigator
to find answers to questions. _

2. Conclusion-oriented study, in which the investi-
gator formulates his own questions.l23

lzoibia.
l2lNichols, Needs Assessment," p. 4.

l22Witkin, "Kits, Models and Tools," p. S.
123Lee J. Cronbach and Patrick Suppes, Research for

Tomorrow's Schools: Disciplined Inquiry for Education,
(New York: Macmillan, 1969), pp. 2l-29.
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It is expected, however, that there will be a person or

group of persons who "examine the evidence, consider its

credibility, question its relevance, assess its completeness,

and then make decisions."l24 Heavy responsibility thus lies

on the investigator to generate accurate and specific infor-

mation in the analysis and assessment of need. Needs assess-

ment must be viewed as only one element of a results-oriented

management system and not as an end in itself. Unless it is

followed by the generation of performance objectives, analy-

sis of alternatives and selection of most promising solutions,

allocation of resources, and evaluation, the promise and

power of the tool are lost. Sarthory argues for a mind-set

which asks three relatively simple questions:

- Where are we?

- Where do we want to go?

- How do we get from here to there?l25

This mind-set, having to do with identifying problems and

suggesting feasible solutions, can be taught, he suggests,

and "once internalized is extremely powerful and has wide

application."l26

l24Egon G. Guba and Daniel L. Stufflebeam, "Evalua-
tion: The Process of Stimulating, Aiding and Abetting In-
sightful Action," paper delivered at the Second National
Symposium for Professors of Educational Research, Boulder,
Colorado, November 2l, l968, (Columbus: Center for Evalua-
tion, College of Education, The Ohio State University).

l25Sarthory, "Problems and Prospects," p. 26.

lzöibia.
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Executing a competent performance in assessing the

needs of a group of people regarding some situation requires

the careful examination of many criteria, as has been ob-

served. The need for some knowledge of the population to be

studied, expertise in the use of basic tools and techniques

which can elicit fair and accurate perceptions of the sample,

and understanding of the motivating factors which precipitate

a satisfactory response can overwhelm a conscientious re-

searcher. He must never lose sight of the purpose for which

all these procedures are directed, but always be reminded

that:

Ideally, needs assessment or 'market research,' is
a communication process between citizens of the
service area and the institution, with the goal of
incorporating information about these clientele
into the planning phases of the institution.l27

If the information distilled from a needs assessment survey

is to be beneficial in the planning stage, the data must be

reported accurately and in an orderly manner. Warheit, Bell,

and Schwab offer some suggestions in the reporting of re-

sults, priority ratings, and recommendations:

l. Recommendations should be closely related to the
data and ordered in terms of priority.

2. When possible, time-cost estimates should be
included for each suggestion.

U l27Nickens, Purga, and Noriega, Research Methods,
p. ix.
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3. Include suggestions which can be easily and
economically implemented.l28

For recommendations to be helpful they should:

l. Be based on facts obtained from data.

2. Be rank—ordered in terms of time-cost priority.

3. Be achievable, some at once, others over time.

4. Reflect the best interests of those being served
by the agency.

_ For needs assessment the "proof of the pudding is

in the eating." Results of the data-gathering efforts are

worse than useless if they are not or cannot be applied to

a situation in order to bring improved performance.

l28 .Warheit, Bell, and Schwab, Needs Assessment Ap-
proaches, pp. 53-54.
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Summary

Research indicates that children who have grown up

overseas bear distinctly different characteristics, values,

and goals from their counterparts in the United States. Op-

portunities for unique experiences in foreign countries over

a long period of time generally produce youngsters who are

more family-oriented, more aware of global issues, and who

more often than not go into careers with international in-

volvement. Some studies have focused on the hazards some-

times encountered in a third culture situation and have

provided useful information for the rearing of these children.

One notable subgroup of the third culture family is the child

of the career missionary. These children, because of their

close relationships with people of another culture, in a

setting which they consider "home," share problems and joys

unique to their group. Some of these difficulties and de-

lights have been identified; many others remain hidden. For

the most part, however, little is known about the missionary

children as a group, and even less is understood about the

young child as he prepares to move with his missionary par-

ents overseas. Anticipating these needs and providing suit-

able intervention could provide an easier and quicker

adjustment. Needs assessment methods offer alternative ap-

proaches to the identification of these needs.

Most needs assessment techniques determine the dis-

crepancy between the present state and the desired state and
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prioritize goals accordingly. Other factors, however, such

as the degree to which an institution is responsible for the

goal and the attainability of the goal should also be con-

sidered as vital components of the assessment procedure. The

survey approach, widely used in determining need, offers

choices of techniques including the personal interview, mail

questionnaire, and examination of demographic and public

records. The most commonly used method is the mail ques-

tionnaire which, when used with precise procedures, can

elicit information economically and efficiently. Specific

dangers are inherent in the technique, however, and the

responsible researcher will take precautions to avoid the

pitfalls, especially those encountered in low response rate.

An appropriate method of needs assessment, carefully and

effectively implemented, can provide valuable information

on which decisions can competently and confidently be made.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Overview of the Study
This study encompasses three phases in the assessment

of the needs of missionary children prior to their departure
overseas:

Phase l: Preassessment Interviews

Phase 2: A Needs Assessment Survey

Phase 3: Analysis of Data

Phase l: Preassessment interviews with missionary
parents, missionary children, and staff members of the
Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention
provided data from which to formulate broad categories of
needs. Concerns most freguently mentioned were included in
a more structured interview schedule directed toward ten
Foreign Mission Board staff members who were formerly mis-
sionaries themselves, and their wives, who were asked to
prioritize the concerns according to importance. This group
of twenty individuals, accounting for more than 200 years of
accumulated missionary experience, has maintained continuous
contact and interaction with active missionaries. In addi-
tion, a questionnaire was developed for use in November l98l
with a relatively small group of Southern Baptist missionary

68
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children attending a Thanksgiving retreat for college

freshmen. These young people were requested to identify

needs they feel missionary children fact overseas. Data

obtained from these interviews and questionnaires were util-

ized in the development of sixteen goals for a proposed

educational/orientation program for new missionary children.

Phase 2: A needs assessment survey was implemented

among three groups of Southern Baptist missionaries includ-

ing:

l. Active missionaries

2. Former missionaries, now resigned or retired

3. New missionaries following the completion of a
three-month orientation.

The three categories of missionaries were selected

in an attempt to sample perceptions of those with varying

missionary experience. The active or career missionaries

address the issue of children's need from a rather broad

perspective. They have observed the various stages of their

children's acculturation beginning with the anticipation of

the transition period, the actual experience of moving to

the field of service, and the later effects of the move's

impact on the child.

Former missionaries have shared similar experiences,

Many of them, however, have encountered difficulties includ-

ing illness, lack of proper adjustment to the new country or

the work, problems within the family, and other situations
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prohibiting their remaining on the field. Their perceptions
and thus their responses to the survey could well be affected
by those concerns which caused their continued service to be
untenable.

The new missionaries had not experienced the actual
transition to a residence overseas, and therefore, could not
respond to the items on the survey form from the standpoint
of personal experience. Their perceptions were important in
that they represented the expectations of the novice mission-
ary for the immediate needs their children were experiencing,
without benefit of prior knowledge of factors affecting the
ultimate adjustment of their children.

Responses were analyzed according to geographic area
to determine if the destination of the missionary child pre-
supposed differences in needs. It was conceivable, for ex-
ample, that missionaries residing in countries with widely
different cultures from that of the United States might con-
sider the need for an awareness of aspects of the culture to
be more important than missionaries in countries culturally
more similar to the United States.

A proportional sample of the first two groups based
on geographic area of residence and all members of the third
group were instructed to rate, on a five—point scale, the

sixteen goals for missionary children's orientation on each
of the following components:
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l. Importance of the goal

2. Responsibility of the Foreign Mission Board
for the goal

3. Attainability of the goal in a two-month
orientation

Priority for each goal was established based on the respon-
dents' replies to the assessment.

Phase 3: Analysis of data was then reported. Data

obtained from the needs assessment survey were first analyzed
for each individual goal by means of condescriptives, that
is, frequencies and percentages. Group responses for active
or career, former, and new·missionary as well as response by
geographic area were studied and comparisons made. Finally,

priority for each goal was determined by the total group

response, by the response of the three missionary sub-groups,

and by response from the missionaries by geographic area.

Drawing from the resulting data, a summary of findings was
offered, comparing and contrasting the opinions of the
various groups regarding the importance, responsibility,
attainability, and priority of each of the goals. Implica-

tions inferred from the study relating to an educational/
orientation program for new missionary children were then
presented.
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Phase l: Preassessment Interviews

In order to develop various categories of perceived

needs of new missionary children before their departure

overseas, specific strategies were planned for the period

between June 1981 and January 1982. First, at three fur-

lough briefings held for Southern Baptist Foreign mission-

aries in various locations throughout the United States,

informal interviews and group discussions regarding needs of

missionary children were held. The first briefing was held

at Glorieta Conference Center in New Mexico in August, where

approximately 130 men and women were in attendance. The

other two were held in January 1982. The first, held in

Dallas, Texas, attracted approximately 110, and the second,

at the White Oak Conference Center in South Carolina, was

attended by forty-eight. These briefings are designed both

to assist and equip foreign missionaries for the most effec-

tive use of their furlough time in the United States and to

provide opportunity to gather information and impressions

from the missionaries on the field that have impact on the

work of the Foreign Mission Board. Information gathered in

conferences such as these is vital to projections and plan-

ning for mission work around the world. Furloughing mis-

sionaries attending the sessions were provided the following

topic, among others, for discussion:

Children of missionaries at the new orientation center
will have their own school and educational program.
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What should be the approach to their orientation,
and what should it include?

Transcriptions of the discussions were made and studied.

Group discussions and informal conversations were followed

by letters from missionaries and other interested individuals

in the weeks following these sessions. Information thus

gleaned formed a body of concerns and expressions of needs

for new missionary children. It was then necessary to or-

ganize the long list of suggestions received through these

sources, combining similar topics and categorizing them into

broad general areas of concern. An informal interview sched-

ule was then drawn up, incorporating these suggestions, for

use in the second step of the preliminary study.

In this second step, ten men, serving in staff posi-

tions with the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist

Convention, and their wives were interviewed in order to

determine their perceptions of specific needs of missionary

children and the relative strength of each need. Any differ-

entiation between perceptions of men and women was recorded.

Those interviewed had each served over a period of ten or

more years as foreign missionaries, parented children while

living overseas, and continue to be involved in foreign

missions through association with missionaries, interest in

their work and their personal lives, and in actual involve-

ment in short-term projects overseas. In most cases the

staff members interviewed deal directly with missionaries
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on the field and have maintained personal and sensitive re-

lationships and frequent contact with them. The informal

interview schedule used is found in the appendix.

In addition to the information solicited from the mis-

sionaries themselves, it was deemed necessary to obtain in-

put from the children as well. Thus, a questionnaire was

designed and distributed to a group of 102 Southern Baptist

missionary children, freshman students in colleges and uni-

versities in the United States who attended a Thanksgiving

retreat in November 1981. These young people stood midway

between earlier life in a foreign culture and their assimila-

tion back into their own culture, thereby providing a rather

objective look at their earlier adjustment to life in an-

other country. Since this study attempted to ascertain needs

of missionary children, it would have been extremely negli-

gent to ignore the information and perceptions of missionary

children themselves. While no claim is made that this group

comprised an unbiased sample, the results of the informal

survey served to provide additional elements from which a

formal needs assessment instrument could be constructed.

Ten areas of concern that new missionary children

sometimes face in a move overseas were presented to the MK's.

They were then asked how significant these concerns were to

them in their adjustment to their home overseas. The ques-

tionnaire distributed to this group of MK's is found in the

appendix.
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Report of Preliminary Interviews

The perceived needs of new missionary children iden-

tified by the twenty former missionaries fell basically

into four areas: cognitive needs, emotional needs, social

needs, and spiritual needs. The cognitive concerns included

both academic development and the attainment of information

regarding the country to which the family is moving. The

emotional needs had to do primarily with leaving of family

and friends and of familiar, comfortable situations in the

U. S., and facing the unknown and unfamiliar experiences in-

herent in a change of residence, a change magnified in this

instance by the great distance. Social needs were those en-

tailing an understanding of the people in the country to

which the children were moving and developing skills in re-

lating to people of another culture. Spiritual needs fo-

cused on the understanding of purposes of God in the world

and man‘s response to His call for mission service.

Among the twenty interviewed, there was strong agree-

ment that new missionary children need to develop study

skills because of the potential for different educational

settings (tutoring, national schools, and correspondence

courses, for example). Eighteen of the twenty considered

this need to be of high priority. The group of missionaries

who had discussed the needs of missionary children in the

conference centers had agreed that there is a need for MK's

especially to develop skill in following oral and written
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directions. Nineteen of the twenty missionaries interviewed

indicated a great need for new missionary children to have

special tutoring in areas of identified academic weakness.

The missionary discussion groups had strongly supported this

perception, suggesting that individual testing was needed

to identify specific academic strengths and weaknesses, par-

ticularly in the area of reading.

Greatest consensus in the assignment of high priority

was in the area of emotional needs of the missionary child.

Unanimous agreement was noted in the strength of the follow-

ing needs:

1. To discuss specific areas of concern precipitated
by the anticipated move

2. To read and discuss Bible scriptures related to
God's mission in the world and the "call" of God
to individuals to serve in a foreign land (in
keeping with the child's individual intellectual,
emotional, and spiritual development)

3. To discuss the child's place in the missionary
home

Strong agreement (19 out of 20) was also seen in the

missionary child's need to develop social skills in the areas

of making new friends and interacting with people of another

culture, as well as the need for opportunities to express

inner feelings through art, music, and creative writing. The

discussion group suggested that the new missionary children

need continued parental support, particularly in promoting

feelings of self—worth, in this temporary experience of dis-

placement.
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Among those interviewed, there was a lesser degree of

agreement in three specific areas. While fifteen out of the

twenty felt that the new missionary child should have some

experience in using a correspondence course, five felt it was

unnecessary. An introduction to the language of the new

country was also perceived as a need by fifteen of the twenty.

The same proportion (l5 out of 20) acknowledged a need in the

area of knowledge of sports and/or art of the new country.

The discussion groups were also in agreement that an under-

standing of the predominant sports of the areas, particularly

the more international game of soccer, would be beneficial.

The comment was noted that lack of time for such an experi-

_ence in a two-month orientation would be a factor in the

consideration of this activity.

In two specific areas there was a differentiation

between the perceptions of the men and the women in the

group of twenty interviewed. While fifteen of the twenty

agreed that MK's need some knowledge of the mechanics of a

move overseas, more of the women saw it as a high priority

need (nine out of ten), while only six of the men rated it

as such. Likewise, while fifteen of the twenty interviewed

felt it was necessary to provide some sort of emotional ties

between the new missionary children and other children al-

ready on the field through the use of letters, videotapes,

and audiotapes, women were unanimous in seeing it as a high
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priority need, while only five of the men considered it of
such importance. The discussion groups also suggested that
contact with MK's already overseas, or with those on fur-
lough with their families, should be considered as a means
of acquainting the children with people and situations in
their new homes.

From the questionnaire distributed among the college-
aged missionary children, it was discovered that those who
had been born overseas or had moved there before their fifth
birthday, as a group, found the concerns suggested to be of
little or of no consequence in their own adjustment. Those
who moved to the field of service at the age of six to ten
years found that changing schools or educational setting was
of significant concern, and those who moved to the field af-
ter age ten found five areas of concern to be of some or
great importance:

l. Leaving family members and friends
2. Making new friends
3. A new language

4. Moving into a strange culture
5. Changing schools or educational settings

This seems to add strength to the suspicion that the older
the new missionary child is when he leaves the U. S., the
more fears he experiences. Analysis of the total group re-
sponse indicates that making new friends was a concern.
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The MK's were also asked two open—ended questions:

l. Since you have lived overseas as an MK, you have
much experience from which you could share with
a new MK. What advice would you give to a new
MK just before he leaves for the field?

2. What is the one most important need a new MK has
that could be met in an orientation before going
to the field?

In response to the first question, the most frequent answer

by far was: "Be open—minded to new ways and ideas and ac-

cept and become a part of the new culture." Generally,

their recommendations were that new missionary children

should become acquainted with the people, expect differences,

and be positive and flexible. The responses to the second

question revolved primarily around the presentation of in-

formation about the life, culture, and language of the new

country, but many comments underscored the need for evidence

of support from parents, other missionaries, and MK's and

the specific need to secure parent—child relationships.

Those who were among the older group when they went to the

field frequently mentioned the necessity for learning the

language.

While this procedure of questioning MK's was only

carried out to indicate some of the concerns missionary

children may have experienced overseas and was not a formal

study in itself, it did offer some support and credence to

the importance of the identification of needs missionary

children face. Further research into the area of fears and
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concerns third culture children experience overseas, as

seen through the eyes of the children themselves, would pro-

vide interesting and helpful information in the understanding

of this group.

Phase 2: A Needs Assessment Survey

It was determined that the most efficient way to

identify needs of new missionary children prior to their de-

parture overseas was by means of a survey instrument. Mis-

sionary parents were targeted as the population from which

to draw information regarding perceived needs of their

children., Because of the large number in the population and

the great distance separating them, personal interview was

ruled out. The questionnaire method, an effective and de-

sirable technique when carefully implemented, was selected.

From the information gleaned from interviews, dis-

cussion groups, letters, and the more structured interview

schedules used with former missionaries and missionary child-

ren, a list of sixteen goals for an orientation of new mis-

sionary children was devised. It was the intent of the study

to assign ratings for importance, degree of responsibility,

and relative attainability to each goal from the results of

the responses. Analysis of the results would identify not

only the overall priority of the goals selected, but also

the perceptions of missionaries in various areas of the world

of the importance and priority of each goal.
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Analysis of the data would also include importance and

priority of each goal by these groups:

l. Active or career missionaries

2. Former missionaries

3. New missionaries, following orientation but before
transfer to country of service

Phase 3: ‘Data Analysis

The purpose of this study was to identify heeds of

neophyte missionary children in order to project a program

of orientation. The means of accomplishing this task was

the prioritizing of sixteen goals for an orientation program

for the children prior to their moving with their parents to

their foreign posts. The Westinghouse Needs Assessment Model

was employed in analysis of variables and in determination of

priority.l29

The respondents were asked to rate each goal on a

four-point scale for importance of the goal, the responsi-

bility of the Foreign Mission Board in reaching the goal, and

the degree of attainability of the goal in a two-month orien-

tation. A priority rating for each goal was then established

by multiplying the importance rating by the rating for respon-

sibility and dividing by the rating for attainability.
The variable of_greatest significance in establishing

goal priority was that of importance. Following the weight-

lzgwestinghouse Learning Corporation, Administrative
Manual, pp. l-23.
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ing pattern of the Westinghouse model in this variable as well

as for the variables of responsibility and attainability, the fol-
lowing Values were.atuxied to the responses for importance:

1 - of no importance (1)

2 - of little importance (2)

3 - of some importance (3)

4 - of great importance (4)

Some Variation in assignment of Value was necessary because

of the differentiation in number of possible responses of-

fered in the two procedures. The Westinghouse model pre-

sented five possible responses.

In assigning weights to the responses in the Variable

of responsibility, it was again necessary to allow for some

Variation from the Westinghouse model because of the number

of possible responses. The pattern, however, was followed

and these weights were applied to the scale for degree of

responsibility:

1 - no responsibility (.25)

2 — partial responsibility (.50)

3 - major responsibility (.75)

4 - total responsibility (1.00)

In establishing the degree of attainability, further
modification of the Westinghouse model was necessary. The

Westinghouse model sought a measure of the perception of
attainment for the goals. This study, however, attempted to

identify a measure of anticipated attainment, or attainabil—
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ity of the goal. Since no existing orientation program was

available for evaluation, it was necessary to examine the

missionaries' perceptions of possible attainment of the goal

in a projected program. Thus, the Values applied to the

scale for attainability were:

l - impossible
(

(l.00)

2 - only partially possible (.75)

3 - possible to a great degree (.50)

4 - fully possible (.25)

The importance of each goal, as perceived by all re-

spondents, served as a base for comparison for the impor-

tance attached to the goal by each of the three groups and

by the groups of missionaries serving in the eight geograph-

ic areas. Any differentiation in response for goal impor-

tance among the three groups, particularly between the

experienced missionaries (active and former) and the group

of newly appointed missionaries, would be crucial in the

establishment of an orientation. Equally significant, any

Variation in response among the groups of missionaries in

specific geographic areas of the world would provide data

needed in planning an orientation program. The importance

of a goal, as perceived by missionaries to Europe and the

Middle East, might Vary greatly from that perceived by mis-

sionaries to Southeast Asia, for example. It would be

necessary then to consider these differences in the provi-
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sion for specific studies or activities for children moving

to each of the two areas.

Two other factors were considered in the establish-

ment of priority for the goals: the degree of responsibility

of the Foreign Mission Board for the achievement of the goal

and the degree of possibility for the attainment of the goal

in a two-month orientation program.

Priority ranking, or criticality quotient, computed

by the Westinghouse Learning Corporation Educational Needs

Assessment model, was based on the formula provided in that

model:

I x R value
A

where: I = importance
R = responsibility
A = perception of attainability

Scores for priority, or criticality quotient, ranged from

.25 (lowest priority) to sixteen (highest priority).

Goals were arranged by priority for the total group

of respondents, including criticality quotient. Goal prior-

ity was also analyzed by group and by geographic area and

reported.

To summarize, data analysis included:

l. A ranking of the goals by importance for the total
group.

2. A ranking of the goals by importance for the three
groups (active, former, and new missionaries) and by
the eight geographic areas of missionary service,
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3. A ranking of the goals by degree of perceived
Foreign Mission Board responsibility for the total
group

4. A ranking of the goals by degree of perceived
Foreign Mission Board responsibility for the
groups and by geographie area of missionary
service

5. A ranking of the goals by degree of attainability
for the total group

6. A ranking of the goals by degree of attainability
for the groups and by geographie area of mission-
ary service

7. Rankings of the goals in the order they were
considered most critical (level of priority)
by the total group, the three sub-groups, and
by geographie area of missionary service

8. A summary of the responses for the open-ended
questions at the close of the assessment

Sample

In January l982, 2,696 career missionaries, both

single and married, were supported by members of Southern

Baptist churches through the auspiees of the denomination's

Foreign Mission Board. This group constituted the largest

group of Protestant missionaries in the world. Filtering

out to ninety-five foreign countries, they made their homes

in apartments in sprawling urban centers, on hospital com-

pounds, in remote, rural barrios, and on experimental agri-

cultural stations. Their diverse areas of work included

medicine, education, theology, and evangelism. Education

for their children was sought in local national schools,

through eorrespondence courses, or in mission schools.
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Through the diversity of living patterns of Southern

Baptist missionaries throughout the world, it was possible
to study the needs of a large cross—section of missionary

children. In many respects they are representative of all

missionary children, regardless of their parents' sponsors.

The commitment of the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern

Baptist Convention to initiate an orientation program for
missionary children provided impetus for a needs assessment

of new missionary children in order to provide data on which
to build an appropriate curriculum and program content.

It was determined that missionary parents would serve

as the population in determining the needs of new missionary
children. While representatives of other interest groups

and the MK's themselves provided additional information for

consideration, missionary parents were the primary source of
information. No other group has had the long-term associa-

tion with the MK's nor the vested emotional interest in their
lives that parents experience. The perceptions of this group

then were accepted as most nearly identifying the needs of

the missionary children.

Data regarding the needs of MK's were gathered from a

sample of the following population groups:

1. Two thousand, two hundred eighty—six Southern Baptist
Convention career missionary parents in active ser-
vice, appointed after 1963

2. Two hundred forty—two former Southern Baptist mission-
ary parents, either resigned or emeritus, appointed
after 1963
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3. Seventy-nine newly appointed Southern Baptist mission-
ary parents attending the winter orientation at Mis-

_ sionary Orientation Center in Calloway Gardens, Georgia

Since the Southern Baptist foreign mission orientation pro-

gram was begun in 1964, only those missionaries who were

appointed in that year or later and would have attended an

orientation program were included in the population for the

study.

The first group, career missionaries, serve in eight

geographic areas of the world:

1. Europe and the Middle East

2. East Asia

3. South and Southeast Asia

4. Middle America and the Caribbean

5. Western South America

6. Eastern South America

7. West Africa

8. Eastern and Southern Africa

On April 1, 1982, there were 2,286 missionary parents in this
qgroup from which 373 were included in a proportional sample.

This method of sampling was employed in order to provide

equal representation of missionaries in all the eight areas.

The sample was drawn from a numerical list by geographic

area. Missionaries are assigned a number, generally associa-

ted with the order of their appointment. Every seventh mem-
ber of this numbered population became a part of the sample.
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The second group in the study was comprised of former

missionaries of the Southern Baptist Convention. .Information

on these missionary parents, no longer in active service as

missionaries because of resignation or retirement, was com-

plete only from 1975. Therefore, this group was formed by

484 Southern Baptist Convention missionaries who had been
appointed after 1964 and had withdrawn from active service
since 1975. A sample of 242 was drawn from an alphabetical

list by selecting the second name on the list and every

second person on the remaining list.

The third group in the study was formed by the

seventy-nine missionary parents in the winter program of

Missionary Orientation in Calloway Gardens, Georgia, from

February to May, 1982. Because the group was small, all

members of the group were included in the study. Husband

and wife were each sent a questionnaire in order to elicit

response from both parents. Although they had had no mis-

sionary experience nor had they observed the transition of

their own children into a new culture, their perceptions of

need were deemed important because of their expectations in

the transfer and the recent experiences of their children in

the orientation period. The difference in perspective, that
is, the present and anticipated evidence of their chi1dren‘s

needs, it was felt, would greatly enhance the results of the

study.
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Samples from these groups, totaling 694, became the

subjects of this study. It was felt that the diversity and

breadth of the sample, representing missionaries serving in
ninety-five countries, and numbering 694, out of a popula-

tion of 2,849, would provide data that could be considered

both valid and reliable.

Survey Instrument

The survey instrument, a mail questionnaire, was de-

signed with care taken to generate the greatest response

possible. It was to be concise, to the point, and yet

encompass the entire scope of concerns expressed in the pre-

survey stages.

From the information gathered from interviews and

discussions, sixteen goals for an orientation of new child-

ren were formed. Respondents were asked to rate each goal

on three different scales. The first rating was of the

importance of the goal in the orientation of a new mission-

ary child. Its four-point scale consisted of:

l - of no importance

2 - of little importance

3 - of some importance

4 - of great importance

The second rating dealt with the degree of responsibility the

Foreign Mission Board held in an MK orientation, and its four-
point sclae included:
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l
l - assume no responsibility

2 - assume partial responsibility with others (i.e.,
parents) assuming greater responsibility

3 - assume major responsibility

4 - assume total responsibility

The third rating was of the possibility of attainment of the

goal in an orientation program for MK's using a four-point
scale:

l - impossible

2 - only partially possible

3 - possible to a great extent

4 - fully possible

This rating obviously necessitated a subjective response.

The time limit of two months for the orientation program was

clearly stated in the questionnaire. In addition, the re-
spondents had all attended a missionary orientation and were

aware of other restraining forces impinging upon goal attain-

ability, such as, overload of information, anxiety, and im-

patience with what may seem an unnecessary barrier to

immediate departure. With this available information the
missionaries were left to make a judgment regarding the at-

tainability of each goal.

The questionnaire was reduced in size to be accomo-

dated on two pages and still allow room for response to two

open-ended questions placed at the end of the questionnaire:

l. What fears or concerns do you feel new MK's have
which could be addressed by our orientation program?
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2. Please list below any suggestions you may have about
the content of this program.

An attached sheet offered directions for the completion of

the questionnaire and a statement of the dependency upon

the respondent for adequate data on which to build an

effective orientation program.

Distribution of Survey Instrument

It was determined that the questionnaire would be

sent out of the Foreign Mission Board's area directors'

offices for two reasons:

1. Missionaries are often requested to complete question-
naires for studies outside the auspices of the Foreign
Mission Board. Sending the questionnaire through the
area directors' office indicated that this was a sur-
vey approved by the Foreign Mission Board and there-
fore of importance to them directly.

2. The area directors' cover letters exerted some un-
spoken pressure for response simply because of its
source.

The cover letter, written by the area director, explained

the purpose of the questionnaire and underscored the impor-

tance of missionary input in the planning of an orientation
program. It included a request for early response and prompt

mailing. The word processing department personalized each

letter. Questionnaires were color—coded for the three dif-

ferent groups for quick and easy identification.

The questionnaire was sent to career missionaries by

means of "combined mailing," a common procedure at the For-
eign Mission Board, in which communications to each mission-
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ary family from the Foreign Mission Board are collected for

a week and then mailed together, thereby diminishing mailing

costs. According to officials at the Foreign Mission Board,

this procedure did not decrease the importance of the ques-

tionnaire since (l) this is the routine practice for mail to

the missionary from the Foreign Mission Board, and (2) mail

received overseas is more highly valued since third-class

mail is nonexistent in most countries, and any mailing is

welcome. Former missionaries in the sample received their

questionnaires through regular first-class mail. A self-

addressed business reply envelope was enclosed for use in

responding. Although it was recognized that the use of

business reply envelopes is generally less effective than

stamped, self-addressed envelopes, it was felt that the na-

ture of the study would generate interest enough to encour-

age response and that the cost of self—addressed, stamped

envelopes would not justify any additional response. Like-

wise, repeated mailings were not planned because of the

tremendous added expense.

Because of the distant destinations of the question-

naires, it was estimated that a two- to three-month "turn-

around" time was reasonable. At the end of this period, the

returned questionnaires were collected, and a 70.9 percent

rate was noted.



CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction

In July 1982 the survey instrument designed to

identify the needs of new missionary children was sent to a

total of 694 Southern Baptist missionaries around the world.

The sample included three groups as shown in table l. These

missionary parents were requested to examine sixteen goals

for a pre—departure orientation for missionary children and

then to respond to three variables for each goal:

1. The importance of the goal

2. The degree of responsibility borne by the Foreign
Mission Board, Southern Baptist Convention, for
the goal

3. The level of possibility for the attainment of
the goal

TABLE l

SURVEY SAMPLE GROUPS

Group Population Sample Response Percent

Career Missionaries 2,286 373 292 78.0
Former Missionaries 484 242 l47 60.8
New Missionaries 79 79 53 67.1
Total 2,849 694 492 70.9

94 ~
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Of the 694 questionnaires distributed, 492 completed ques-

tionnaires were returned, constituting a 70.9 percent rate

of return. The response of the group of career·missionaries

was the lowest at 60.8 percent. A possible explanation of

the low response rate of the former missionaries is lack of

interest since they no longer are directly related to or

affected by the operations of the Foreign Mission Board.

Questionnaires were sent to new missionaries as they were

departing to their overseas assignments, and it is impossible

to know if all seventy-nine of the group received the survey

forms. Although the distant destinations of the survey

instruments no doubt posed a serious obstacle to the return

of the questionnaire, the response rate was sufficient to

justify reporting and analysis.

Southern Baptist Convention missionaries serve in

eight specific geographic areas. The sample included mis-

sionary parents proportionate in number to that of missionary

parents serving in the various areas. The total numbers

responding from each specific area are found in table 2.
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TABLE 2

TOTAL GROUP RESPONSE
BY GEOGRAPHIC AREA

Geographic Number
Area Responding

Europe and the Middle East 58
East Asia 61
South and Southeast Asia 88
Middle America, Caribbean 65
Western South America ° 47
Eastern South America 61
West Africa 47
Eastern and Southern Africa 65

The goals included in the questionnaire are found

on the following page. Although it may effectively be

argued that many of the goals address two or even more of

the basic categories of needs identified earlier, the fol-

lowing distribution of goals by category is offered here:

- Cognitive needs: Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15

- Emotional needs: Goals 10, 11, 14, 16

- Social needs: Goals 8, 9
— Spiritual needs: Goals 12, 13
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Listing of the Goals

l. Learning how to study

2. Developing academic skills in areas of identified
weakness

3. Becoming aware of some important aspects of the U
culture

4. Gaining information regarding facts of history and
geography

5. Learning a few phrases and words in the language

6. Developing skills in sports and arts of the new
country

7. Understanding some of the mechanics of a move to
another country

8. Establishing ties with other MK's

9. Developing skills in making friends of another culture

10. Discussing aspects of the move which give them concern

ll. Having opportunity to express inner feelings in art
and music

12. Reading Bible scriptures related to God's mission
and call

13. Understanding basic beliefs of religions of the
country to which they are moving

14. Discussing their place in the missionary home

15. Experimenting with the use of a correspondence course

16. Becoming aware of parental support in the move
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importance Rating of the Goals

Rating for the importance of each goal, based on a
four-point scale, was designated by each respondent. Weights

for each rating were assigned:
1) of no importance l
2) of little importance 2

3) of some importance 3

4) of great importance 4

The mean ratio for each goal, both for the total sample and

for each of the three missionary groups, is found in table 3.

Across the missionary groups, there was marked consistency of

response on the importance of the goals. Least variability

of group response was noted on goal number twelve relating

to Bible study with a range of 3.707 to 3.737; goal number

three, study of the culture (3.699 to 3.417); goal number

two, acquisition of academic skills (3.365 to 3.417); and

goal number thirteen, study of the religions of the country

to which they were going (3.253 to 3.313). Least consis·
tency was noted on goal number six concerning the development

of skills in sports and arts of the new country (2.788 to

3.096) and goal number eleven in the expressing of inner
feelings through art and music (3.014 to 3.327). New·mis-

sionaries attached more importance to each of these goals

than did the experienced missionaries.
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TABLE 3

MEAN RATING FOR IMPORTANCE BY GROUP

Goal Total Career Former New
Number Group Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

* 1 3.581 3.603 3.563 3.519
2 3.408 3.417 3.395 3.365
3 3.721 3.699 3.748 3.750
4 3.400 3.356 3.429 3.577
5 3.251 3.247 3.205 3.385
6 2.868 2.865 2.788 3.096
7 2.830 2.797 2.898 2.808
8 3.247 3.293 3.116 3.346
9 3.671 3.666 3.701 3.596

10 3.811 3.832 3.781 3.769
11 3.194 3.264 3.014 3.327
12 3.728 3.737 3.707 3.712
13 3.278 3.253 3.313 3.308
14 3.670 3.701 3.653 3.538
15 3.209 3.160 3.271 3.314
16 3.771 3.781 3.722 3.846

* Complete listing of goals is found on page 97.

Table 4 offers a rank order listing of the goals by
importance as perceived by the total group and each of the
various subégroups. It may be noted that three of the goals
are found in the upper quartile of each group for importance
(goals 10, 16, and 12) and two are consistently found in the

lower quartile {goals 6 and 7).
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TABLE 4

RANK ORDER OF GOALS BY GROUP: IMPORTANCE

Career Former NewTotal Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

10 10 10 16
16 16 3 10
12 12 16 3

3 .14 . . 12. . 12

9 3 9 9
14 9 14 4

1 1 1 14
2 2 4 1

4 4 2 5
13 8 13 2

5 11 15 8
8 13 5 11

15 5 8 15
11 15 11 13

6 6 7 6
7 7 6 7

(See page 97 for listing of goa1s„)

Table 5 contains the mean importance rating by mis-

sionaries in the eight specific geographic areas. Analysis
of the mean scores in this table reveals little Variation in
response for goal sixteen, indicating that missionaries in

the sample group from all areas of the world consider this
goal, becoming aware of parental support, equally important.
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Goal fifteen, experimenting with a correspondence course, on
the other hand, received the widest range of scores for im-
portance by area, with East Asian missionaries perceiving
the goal to be·much less important than the·missionaries in
South and Southeast Asia and Eastern and Southern Africa.

Table 6 ranks the_goals for importance by group.

Again, goals ten and sixteen appear in the upper quartile

for every group. Goal twelve, included in the upper quar-

tile for the total group, is deemed less significant by the

group of missionaries in Europe and the Middle East. Goals

six and seven continue to occupy the places of least signifi-

cance for each group.

From the results of the ratings of the·missionarieS
on the variable of importance, it is clearly seen that the

goals considered most important by the total group and by

the individual sub-groups are:

- Goal lO - Discussing aspects of the move which.give
them concern

— Goal 16 - Becoming aware of parental support in the
move

- Goal 12 - Reading Bible scriptures related to God's
mission and call

Goals considered of least importance by the total group and

the individual sub-groups are:
— Goal 6 - Developing skills in sports and arts
— Goal 7 - Understanding some of the mechanics of a

move to another country
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Responsibility Rating for the Goals
Respondents were asked to rate the goals on a four-

point scale for the degree of responsibility they felt the

Foreign Mission Board had for their achievement. Weights

assigned to the responses were:

l - no responsibility .25
2 — partial responsibility .50

3 - major responsibility .75

4 - total responsibility l.OO

Results of the response of the missionaries on this variable

appear in table 7. Least variability in mean score is noted

in response to goal number two dealing with the improvement
of skills in diagnosed areas of academic weakness, ranging

from .548 to .56l. Widest range was found in response to
goal eleven, having opportunity to express feelings in art
and music with the lowest rating being .590 and the highest
reaching .650. Former missionaries held the Foreign Mission
Board far less responsible for this goal than did the group

of active missionaries.
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TABLE 7

MEAN RATING FOR RESPONSIBILITY BY GROUP

Goal Total Active Former New
Number Group Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

1 .560 .566 .555 .543
2 .556 .561 .550 .548
3 .698 .684 .728 .692
4 .669 .664 .680 .668
5 .721 .727 .709 .72l
6 .567 .567 .558 .587
7 .615 .611 .631 .583
8 .648 .638 .651 .697
9 .655 .645 .682 .630

10 .626 .619 .639 .620
11 .629 .650 .590 .625
12 .603 .601 .611 .582
13 .671 .673 .668 .654
14 .570 .573 .578 .529
15 .666 .662 .666 .686
16 .528 .525 .540 .514

Table 8 contains the ranking for the goals by group on

the variable of responsibility, beginning with the goal for

which the Foreign Mission Board is held most responsible.

Two goals, five and three, are found in the upper quartile

for the total group and for each of the three sub-groups.

These goals are related to the areas of language and culture
of the new country. Three goals are found in the lower quar-

tile for the total group and for each of the sub—groups,
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TABLE 8
RANK ORDER OF GOALS BY GROUP: RESPONSIBILITY ‘

Total Career Former New
Group Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

5 5 3 5
3 3 5 8

13 13 9 3
4 4 4 15

15 15 13 4
9 ll 15 13
8 9 8 9

11 8 10 11
10 10 7 10

7 7 12 6
12 12 11 7
14 14 14 12

6 6 6 2
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 14

16 16 16 16

·goals one, two and sixteen. Goals one and two deal with the

academic needs of the children, while goal sixteen is con-

cerned with the awareness of parehtal support.

The mean ratings for the variable of responsibility

for each of the goals by geographic area are found in ta-

ble 9. Least variability is noted on response to goal ten,

having opportunity to discuss aspects of the move which give
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the children concern, with scores ranging from .608 to .644.

Response to goal fifteen, experimenting with a correspon-

dence course, was the least consistent, with scores ranging

from .603 to .719. It is interesting to note that these ex-

tremes are found to be the perceptions of missionaries on

the same continent. Those residing in Eastern and Southern

Africa granted the Foreign Mission Board the greatest respon-

sibility for this goal (.719), while those in West Africa

found their sponsoring agency to be the least responsible

for the goal (.603).

Table 10 presents the ranking of the goals by geo-
_ graphic area for responsibility. Again the Foreign Mission

·~ Board is perceived to be most responsible for goals three

and five. Goal sixteen is the only goal consistently found

in the lower quartile. Goals one and two, both found in the

lower quartile for the total group and the sub-groups while

occupying low positions in the rankings by geographic area,

are not consistently found in the lower quartile. Middle

America and Caribbean missionaries give a higher ranking to

both the goals, while South and Southeast Asian missionaries

hold the Foreign Mission Board more responsible for develop-

ing academic skills in areas of identified weakness.
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Attainability Rating for the Goals

The third variable for which each missionary was

asked to respond was attainability. Respondents were in-

structed to select the degree to which it was possible to

achieve the goal in a two-month orientation program. The

four-point rating scale was weighted as follows:

l - impossible l.O0

2 - only partially possible .75

3 - possible to a great extent .50

4 — fully possible .25

Table ll presents the results for this variable. It must

be recognized in reading this table that the lower the score,

the greater the possibility for attainment. Least varia-

bility of response was noted for goal fifteen, experimenting

with a correspondence course, indicating consistency of per-

ception regarding the attainability of this goal. The great-

est variability of response was found for goal three,

becoming aware of some of the aspects of the culture. The

experienced missionaries, both active and former, had lower

expectations for the attainability of the goal, with the

scores of .498 and .473 respectively, than did the new mis-

sionaries who assigned a score of .404.

Table l2 provides the rank order of the goals by

group for attainability. Three goals (twelve, ten and five)

are found in the upper quartile for the total group and each
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TABLE 11

MAN RATING FOR ATTAINABILITY BY GROUP

Goal Total Career Former New
Number Group Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

1 .622 .616 .634 .630
2 .667 .672 .657 .678
3 .480 .498 .473 .404
4 .463 .473 .461 .426 _
5 .447 .447 .460 .413
6 .603 .616 .605 .534
7 .494 .497 .486 .515
8 .506 .509 .512 .476
9 .559 .567 .545 .558

10 .430 .435 .427 .409
11 .517 .509 .548 .470
12 .409 .408 .415 .399
13 .528 .537 .522 .500
14 .480 .480 .473 .500
15 .456 .459 .450 .456
16 .492 .499 .498 .431

of the three sub—groups, indicating the highest level of

expected achievement in reaching goals regarding the reading

of Bible passages about missions, discussing aspects of the

move which concern the children, and in learning a few

phrases of the new language. It is further indicated that

the least expectation for goal achievement is anticipated in

the two areas of academics and in developing skills in sports

and arts of the new country.
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TABLE 12

RANK ORDER OF GOALS BY GROUP; ATTAINABILITY

Total Career Former New
Group Missionaries Missionaries Missionaries

12 (.409) 12 (.408) 12 (.415) 12 (.399)
10 (.430) 10 (.435) 10 (.427) 3 (.404)

5 (.447) 5 (.447) 15 (.450) 10 (.409)
15 (.456) 15 (.459) 5 (.460) 5 (.413)

4 (.463) 4 (.473) 4 (.461) 4 (.426)
3 (.480) 14 (.480) 3 (.473) 16 (.431)

14 (.480) 7 (.497) 14 (.473) 15 (.456)
16 (.492) 3 (.498) 7 (.486) 11 (.470)

7 (.494) 16 (.499) 16 (.498) 8 (.476)
8 (.506) 8 (.509) 8 (.512) 13 (.500)

11 (.517) 11 (.509) 13 (.522) 14 (.500)
13 (.528) 13 (.537) 9 (.545) 7 (.515)

9 (.559) 9 (.567) 11 (.548) 6 (.534)
6 (.603) 1 (.616) 6 (.605) 9 (.558)
1 (.622) 6 (.616) 1 (.634) 1 (.630)
2 (.667) 2 (.672) 2 (.657) 2 (.678)

Tables 13 and 14 include the mean ratings for the

variable of attainability for each of the goals by geograph-

ic area and the ranking of the goals by attainability. Ana-

lysis of table 13 provides evidence that there is relative

consistency in the perceptions regarding attainability for

goal nine, developing skills in making friends in a new cul-

ture. This goal is ranked thirteenth for every geographic
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area, indicating that missionaries in all geographie areas

considered this goal to be among the goals most difficult to

attain. Missionaries in the various geographic areas, how-

ever, varied in their opinions of the attainability of goal
fifteen, experimenting with the use of a correspondence

course, with scores ranging from .4ll to .539.

In table l4 goals ten and twelve are consistently

found in the upper quartile for all eight areas. It was

earlier reported that goal five was included in the upper

quartile for attainability for the total group and each of

the three sub-groups. Missionaries from South and South-

east Asia, Eastern South America and West Africa, however,

were less optimistic about the possible success in learning
important phrases in the new language. Four goals were

unanimously considered the least likely to be attained in a
two-month orientation by missionaries in all eight areas:

(l) learning how to study, (2) improving academic skills,

(3) developing skills in sports and arts, and (4) developing

skills in making friends in a new culture.
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Priority Ranking of the Goals

In establishing priority for the goals, the Westing-

house Learning Corporation model was used. This model

offers the following formula in determining the criticality

quotient:

Criticality Quotient = I_x_R
A

when I = degree of importance
R = level of responsibility
A = degree of attainability

Group means for each of the variables were applied,

and the goals were thus prioritized. The ordered ranking of

the goals for the total group are given in table l5. Analy-

sis of the reported results indicates that no one category

of need is considered to be included totally in the goals of

top priority. Goal ten, for example, discussing aspects of

the move which give them concern, placed in the level of ·

highest priority, speaks to an emotional need of the new

missionary child. Two other goals related to emotional

needs, however, goals sixteen and eleven, are found at a

much lower level of priority. Cognitive needs are repre-

sented at all levels as well, with those goals related to

acquisition of knowledge regarding their new country occu-

pying high positions of priority and those related to aca-

demic skills positions of the lowest priority. The results

do seem to bear out, however, the comments made by many mis-

sionaries and MK's in the preliminary studies that awareness
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TABLE 15

PRIORITY RANKING OF GOALS
BY TOTAL GROUP '

Prior-
ity Critical-
Rank- ity
ing Goal Number and Statement Quotient

1 10 - Discussing aspects of the move which
give them concern 5.548

2 12 - Reading and discussing Bible scrip-
ture related to God's mission in
the world and the "call" of God to
individuals to serve in a foreign
land 5.496

3 3 — Becoming aware of some important
aspects of the culture of the
country 5.411

4 5 - Learning a few phrases and words in
the language 5.244

5 4 - Gaining information regarding im-
portant basic facts of the history
and geography of the country 4.913

6 15 - Experimenting with the use of a
correspondence course 4.687

7 14 - Discussing their place in the mis-
sionary home 4.358

8 9 — Developing skills in making new
friends and interacting with people
of another culture 4.301

9 13 - Understanding basic beliefs of the
major religion(s) of the country to
which they are going 4.168

10 8 - Establishing ties with other MK's
or nationals in the new country 4.158

11 16 - Becoming aware of parental support
in the move to another home 4.047

12 11 — Having opportunity to express inner
feelings through art, music, writing 3.886
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TABLE 15-—Continued

Prior-
ity Critical-
Rank- ity
ing Goal Number and Statement Quotient

13 7 - Understanding some of the mechanics
of a move to another country (pass-
port, visa, work of an embassy) 3.523

14 l - Learning how to study 3.224
15 2 - Developing academic skills in areas

of identified weakness 2.841
16 6 - Developing skills in sports and

arts which will be useful in the
new home 2.697

of what will be encountered on the field can dissipate many

of the fears the child has in moving to another country.

For ease in comparing the ranking of the goals across

groups, the goals are again listed in table 16. Analysis of

the criticality quotients for the total group as well as the

individual sub—groups indicates marked consistency in prior-

ity rating. Three goals received a criticality quotient

above 5.000 in all groups, goals ten, twelve and three.

These results indicated that after considering the goal's im-

portance, the Foreign Mission Board's responsibility for the

goal, and the potential for attainment, missionaries found

three goals of the highest priority for an orientation pro-

gram for children:
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- Goal 10 - Discussing aspects of the move which give
them concern

- Goal 12 - Reading Bible scriptures related to God's
mission and call

- Goal 3 - Becoming aware of some important aspects
of the culture

Conversely, three goals earned a criticality quotient of

less than 3.500 and occupy positions of lowest priority:

- Goal l - Learning how to study
— Goal 2 - Developing academic skills in areas of

identified weakness

- Goal 6 - Developing skills in sports and arts of
the new country

New missionaries tended to assign a higher level of

priority to establishing ties with MK's already on the field,

being aware of parental support, and expressing feelings in

music, art and writing than the other groups. They also

perceived the understanding of the MK's place in the mis-

sionary home and gaining skill in the making of new friends

to be lower in priority than did the other groups.

Ranking assigned to each variable for the goals gives

a clearer understanding of their impact on the final prior-

itized outcome. This is clarified in table 17.

Goals one and two, assigned a middle level of impor-

tance, because they were seen as being difficult to accom-

plish in a two—month period and as not being an area of

responsibility of the Foreign Mission Board, dropped to a

low level of priority. Goals four and five, although con-
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TABLE 17 ·

RANK ORDER FOR VARIABLES FOR GOALS
BY TOTAL GROUP

Goal Responsi— Attain-
Number Importance bility ability Priority

1 7 14 15 14
2 8 15 16 15
3 4 2 6 3
4 9 4 5 5
5 11 1 3 4
6 15 13 14 16
7 16 10 9 13
8 12 7 _ 10 10
9 5 6 13 8

10 1 9 2 1
11 14 8 11 12
12 3 11 1 2
13 10 3 12 9
14 6 12 7 7
15 13 5 4 6
16 2 6 8 11

sidered of only mid-level importance, because they were per-

ceived as being within the area of Foreign Mission Board

responsibility and relatively easy to achieve, assumed a

higher level of priority. Goals ten and twelve, because of

their high level of importance and ease in attainment, were

placed in the top two levels of priority, although it was
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generally felt that parents should be largely responsible

for their achievement.
l

Table 18 offers eritieality quotients by geographie

area. It may be noted that goal fifteen is marked by the

widest range of response by area with goals four and five

also resulting in wide variation of response. Table 19

presents a priority ranking of the goals by geographie area,

listing the goal of highest priority first. Goal ten is

again found consistently in the upper quartile for every

geographie area, the only goal reeeiving a eritieality quo-

tient of 5.000 or above in every area. While the total

group included goals twelve and three in the upper quartile

for priority, missionaries in Europe and the Middle East

assigned a slightly lesser priority to goal twelve, while

those in Eastern and Southern Africa gave a slightly lower

priority to goal three.

Goals reeeiving a eritieality quotient of less than

3.500 are goals one, two and six, the goals also found of

lowest priority by the total group and each of the sub-

groups. Least consisteney was found for priority rating on

goal fifteen, experimenting with the use of a eorrespondenee

course. _Missionaries in South and Southeast Asia and those

in the two areas of Africa placed this goal in the upper

quartile, indicating high level of priority. Missionaries in

East Asia, on the other hand, placed it in the lower quar-
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tile, assigning it a low level of priority. In addition,

missionaries in Europe and the Middle East, Middle America

and the Caribbean, and Western South America found goal five,

learning phrases in the language, of high priority, while

those in South and Southeast Asia considered it to be of only

moderately high priority. Goal four, gaining information

regarding facts of history and geography, was considered of

high priority by missionaries in Europe and the Middle East,

but those in Middle America and the Caribbean and in West

Africa considered it to be of only moderately high priority.

While consistency across groups and geographic areas

was evident, some differentiation of assigned priority was

noted. These variations are equally significant and are '

perhaps even more important than the similarities. It is

the attention given to the discrepancies that provides an

individualized program of orientation of the missionary

children.

Response to Open Questions

Two open-ended questions were placed at the end of

the questionnaire:

l. What fears or concerns do you feel new MK's have
which could be addressed by our orientation program?

2. Please list below any suggestions you may have about
the content of the program.

The questions were deliberately focused on the needs of the

new missionary child and were made broad enough to include
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areas of need not specifically identified in the projected

goals.

Of the many responses, two fears or concerns were

clearly considered the most critical:

l. Fear of the unknown

2. Leaving family and friends in the U.S.

Fear of the unknown was expressed in a number of ways:

- Being different from nationals

- A concern about safety and health

- Fear of people of another race

- Not understanding the language

- Changing schools
— New foods, customs, dress

One career missionary wrote: "Six months of isolation and

not understanding what is being said is a long time for a

young child." Another said, "The child does need to be con-

sidered, because it affects the parents' adjustment, and a

good parental adjustment is what is most important to the

child." It was noted that parents repeatedly said a child's

fears and concerns are directly related to those of his par-

ents. One missionary suggested an assessment of the fears

parents have, assuming that these fears are passed on to the

children. Another missionary father offered:

Often parents are so troubled with their own inse-
curities and adjustments they miss important
opportunities to help the children. Orientation
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could help parents understand what their children
are going through and give the children a few tools
to aid in their adjustment.

Many missionary parents considered the leaving of
grandparents, other family members, and friends as a source

of anxiety for new MK's. The loss of pets was also men-

tioned. Some projected into the future, mentioning the

separation from parents to attend boarding school. Lack of

understanding of the parents' new role and the fear of change

in intra—family relationships were frequently mentioned in
the area of losses.

While there were numerous responses to the question

regarding fears and concerns of the new MK, far more com-

ments and suggestions were offered for the content of the

orientation program. An overwhelmingly positive response
to the concept of missionary chiildren's orientation was
noted. Only one respondent voiced the opinion that all

orientation should be held on site in the country to which

the missionary family was moving. The remainder of the re-

spondents either withheld comment or offered affirmation for

the idea of orientation for the MK's. The following comment
by a career missionary is representative of the many comments

supporting the program: "I see this program as one of the

most positive aspects of the new orientation program."

In analyzing the suggestions for program content, it

was felt that the respondents either underscored or rejected
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selected goals within the questionnaire or offered means of

achieving them. No further goals were submitted.

whether the program should be slanted toward an em-

phasis on academics or on personal transitional skills was

debated. Some agreed with one who wrote: "The point I

would stress would be an organized, scheduled, disciplined

school situation, whether one student or ten." Others sup-

ported the opinion that, "In two months not a great deal

academically can be done, but a_great deal can be done to

help them understand their feelings, their insecurities,

uncertainty, and fear of the unknown."

General recommendations for the orientation program

included the stressing of positive but honest approaches and

offering opportunity for free and enjoyable interaction among

the children. It was suggested that the children have some

input toward their schedule. One respondent wrote, "The

attitude of gaining instead of giving up should be one of
the themes presented." The concept of "difference" was often

addressed, usually with the following spirit:

You would be doing the MK's a tremendous service if
you could help them in peer—conscious American to
feel that it is ‘okay' to be different.

Suggestions were offered for the facilities. The

need for a well-equipped library with current video—tapes

_ was noted. One missionary recommended that adequate space

be provided and that its effective use be ensured by good

planning.
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Many of the missionaries supported joint activities
within the family unit at orientation. They frequently

stated that the most effective orientation for children is

that done by the parents and strongly recommended that the
parents be involved in the orientation program for the
children.

Time constraints were seen as posing a serious limita-
tion. The greatest concern throughout, however, was well

expressed in the following comment:

Many of the goals are good, a little idealistic,
but aim at nothing and hit it every time! My
concern, however, is that in dealing with child-
ren's lives and their growth processes, both
emotionally and spiritually, a vast amount of
care and sensitivity is needed.

Summary

Results of the study imply specific agreement among
the missionary groups regarding the importance, responsi-
bility and attainability of the goals offered, as well as
some differentiation among groups. Three goals, for example,
were found in the highest quartile for importance by total
group and by each of the three sub-groups:

- Goal 10 - Discussing aspects of the move which give
the children concern

- Goal 16 - Becoming aware of parental support in the
move

- Goal 12 - Reading Bible scriptures related to God's
mission and call
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Support for the ultimate importance of these three goals

was found among the missionaries in each of the eight geo-

_graphic areas, with the exception that those in the sample

from Europe and the Middle East as a group found goal twelve

less important.

There was a degree of ambiguity regarding the impor-

tance of goal fifteen among the missionaries in the Various

areas, with those from South and Southeast Asia and Eastern

and Southern Africa attaching greater importance to it than

those in East Asia. Goal fifteen concerns the experimental

use of a correspondence course. The Variations of opinions

as to the importance of this goal could be related to the

necessity for the future use of a correspondence course in

the area of residence. In many of the countries of East

Asia, such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, there are Very fine

schools which the missionary children usually attend, while

in most countries of South and Southeast Asia and Eastern

and Southern Africa parents must teach their own children,

typically by means of a correspondence course.

Two goals were consistently found by all groups to

be the least important. These are:

- Goal 6 - Developing skills in sports and arts of the
new country

- Goal 7 - Understanding some of the mechanics of a
move to another country

Two goals were perceived by all the groups to be the

responsibility of the Foreign Mission Board:
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- Goal 5 - Learning a few phrases and words in the
language

— Goal 3 — Becoming aware of some important aspects
of the culture

In addition, three goals were found by the total group and

by the three sub—groups to be primarily the responsibility
of someone other than the Foreign Mission Board:

- Goal l - Learning how to study
— Goal 2 — Developing academic skills in areas of

identified weakness
— Goal l6 — Becoming aware of parental support in the

move

Missionaries in Middle America and the Caribbean perceived
higher level of responsibility by the Foreign Mission Board
for goals one and two, while those in South and Southeast

Asia considered the Foreign Mission Board to have somewhat

greater responsibility for goal two.

Regarding the attainability of the goals, missionaries

as a group, in the three sub—groups, and by all geographic

areas considered these goals to be the easiest to achieve:
— Goal lO - Discussing aspects of the move which give

the children concern
— Goal l2 - Reading Bible scriptures related to God's

mission and call

As a total group and by sub—group, the missionaries also M

identified goal five at a high level of attainability:
— Goal 5 — Learning a few words and phrases in the

language
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Missionaries from South and Southeast Asia, Eastern South

America, and West Africa were less optimistic about the

potential achievement of this goal, perhaps because of the

difficulty of the languages in these areas.

Goals considered to be the least likely to be achieved

by all groups were:
— Goal l - Learning how to study
— Goal 2 — Developing academic skills in areas of

identified weakness
— Goal 6 — Developing skills in sports and arts of

the new country

Missionaries in the eight geographic areas included this goal
among those least likely to be attained:

--Goal 9 - Developing skills in making friends in
another culture

In establishing priority by considering the variables

of importance, responsibility and attainability for each of

the sixteen goals, three_goals were identified by the total

_group and the three sub—groups with criticality quotients

exceeding 5.000:
— Goal l0 — Discussing aspects of the move which give

the children concern
— Goal l2 — Reading Bible scriptures related to God's

mission and call
— Goal 3 — Becoming aware of some important aspects

of the culture

As a total group, the missionaries also assigned another goal

to a level above 5.000:
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- Goal 5 - Learning a few phrases and words in the
language

Goals assigned the lowest priority, less than 3.500

by total group, the three sub-groups, and all geographic

area groups were:

- Goal l - Learning how to study
6

- Goal 2 - Developing academic skills in areas of
identified weakness

- Goal 6 - Developing skills in sports and arts of
the new country

Some discrepancies were noted in the priority level

of goals between experienced and new missionaries. The new

missionaries placed goals eight, eleven and sixteen in higher

levels of priority; these goals reflect the emotional and

social needs of the children. On the other hand, the new

missionaries also gave lower priority to goals nine and

fourteen than did the experienced missionaries.

Analysis of the established priority levels by geo-

graphic group reveals that only goal ten received a criti-

cality quotient above 5.000. Europe and the Middle East

missionaries gave a lower quotient, and thus priority level,

to goal twelve, reading Bible scriptures related to God's

mission and call, than the other missionaries, while those

in Eastern and Southern Africa assigned lower priority to

goal three, becoming aware of some important aspects of the

culture.
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Variations in priority level by geographic area were

noted, primarily with goal fifteen, experimenting with the

use of a correspondence course. Missionaries in South and

Southeast Asia and the two areas of Africa placed this goal

in the upper quartile for priority ranking, while those in

East Asia placed it in the lowest guartile.

Assignment of priority by means of the criticality

quotient failed to identify any one category of need as

superceding another. For example, goals related to cognitive

needs of the missionary children were found both in the high-

est and the lowest quartile of the distribution.

After analyzing the results of the survey, it is ap-

parent that there are areas in which an orientation program

for missionary children can employ some standard procedures

and activities since there are specific needs which are com-

mon to all the children. It is equally clear that priority

assigned to needs often varies between the experienced and

inexperienced missionary parents. Each group's perceptions

of need, however different they may be, are equally important

to the establishment of an orientation program. Likewise,

the variations in assigned priority among missionaries of

different_geographic areas point out the necessity for an in-

dividualized program of orientation for new missionary child-

ren, in which consideration is given to the final residence

of the children and their families.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this study was to identify cognitive,

emotional, social and spiritual needs of children of newly

appointed missionaries in order to draw from them implica-

tions for a pre-departure orientation. The study was based

on the results of a questionnaire sent to 652 Southern Bap-

tist foreign missionaries; 492 responses were received.

Three groups formed the sample: active career missionaries,

former missionaries, and a group of missionaries who had

recently completed an orientation program but had had no

experience on the field.

Preliminary interviews with both missionaries and

children of missionaries were held to begin to identify

needs of new missionary children before they moved with

their parents to their new homes overseas. The formal sur-

vey instrument took the form of a needs assessment in which

sixteen goals were presented for the response of the mis-

sionaries. Respondents were instructed to rate eachgoalon

the importance of the goal, the level of responsibility

the Foreign Mission Board had for the goal, and the degree

of possibility for its attainment. Priority for each goal

135
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was then computed based on a formula for the criticality
'

quotient of the Westinghouse Learning Center Needs Assess-

ment Model. In addition, two open-ended questions were

included to offer opportunity for additional input regard-
ing the needs of new missionary children and how those
needs might be met.

Analysis of the results of the sample group as a
whole indicated that three goals were perceived as the most
important in the orientation of new missionary children and
that the orientation program should assist the new MK in:
l. Discussing aspects of the move which give concern
2. Becoming aware of parental support in the move toanother home

3. Reading and discussing Bible scriptures related
to God's mission in the world and the "call" ofGod to individuals to serve in a foreign land
(in keeping with their intellectual, emotional
and spiritual development).

The goals considered least important by the total group
were:

l. Developing skills in sports and arts which will '
be useful in the new home

2. Understanding some of the mechanics of a move to
another country (passport, visa, and work of an
embassy)

In response to the variable of responsibility, the
group found the Foreign Mission Board most responsible for
these goals:
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1. Learning a few phrases and words in the language

2. Becoming aware of some of the important aspects of
A

the country

3. Understanding basic beliefs of the major religion(s)
of the country to which they are moving

4. Gaining information regarding important basic facts
of the history and geography of the country

The Foreign Mission Board was held least responsible for

these goals:

1. Becoming aware of parental support in the move to
another home

2. Developing academic skills in areas of identified
weakness

3. Learning how to study

In these three goals, the missionary parents found that the

Foreign Mission Board was only partially responsible, with

others--primarily the parents--being given greater respon-

sibility.

The perception of the level of attainability contri-

buted further information for the establishment of priority

for the goals. Goals considered most easily accomplished

were:

l. Reading and discussing Bible scriptures related to
God's mission and the "call" of God to individuals

2. Discussing aspects of the move which give them
concern ~

Goals least likely to be attained, according to the respon-

dents, were:
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l. Developing academic skills in areas of identified
weakness

2. Learning how to study

3. Developing skills in sports and music which will
be useful in the new home

Following the application of the criticality quotient
of the Westinghouse Learning Corporation Needs Assessment

Model, the sixteen goals were prioritized in the following

manner, beginning with the goal of highest priority:

1. Discussing aspects of the move which give them
concern

2. Reading and discussing Bible scriptures related to
God's mission in the world and the "call" of God to
individuals to serve in a foreign land

3. Becoming aware of some important aspects of the
· culture of the country „

4. Learning a few phrases and words in the language

5. Gaining information regarding important basic
facts of the history and geography of the country

6. Experimenting with the use of a correspondence
course

7. Discussing their place in the missionary home

8. Developing skills in making new friends and inter-
acting with people of another culture

9. Establishing ties with other MK's or nationals in
the new country through tapes, letters, and video-
tapes

10. Understanding basic beliefs of the major religion(s)
of the country to which they are going

11. Becoming aware of parental support in the move to
another country

12. Having opportunity to express inner feelings through
art, music, and writing
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13. Understanding some of the mechanics of a move to
another country (passport, visa, and work of an
embassy

14. Learning how to study

15. Developing academic skills in areas of identified
weakness

16. Developing skills in sports and arts which will be
useful in the new home

While it is necessary to analyze the data as a whole,

it is also essential to consider the differentiation from

among the separate entities. Consensus may be found for

the group and the information used to form an effective

orientation program. The essence of individualization,

however, can only be possible with the further search for

Variation of responses from among the sub-groups. In the

area of importance, for example, new missionaries tended to

award a higher level of importance to learning some of the

language than the other groups, while career missionaries

claimed greater importance in the child's understanding of

his place in the missionary home and expressing his feel-

ings in subjective ways, such as art and music. Career

missionaries as a group held the Foreign Mission Board more

responsible for giving MK's the opportunity to express

their feelings in music and art than did the group of for-

mer missionaries. The group of new missionaries felt the

Foreign Mission Board had a high level of responsibility

for assisting the MK's in establishing ties with other MK'S
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already in the field, while other groups gave it a lesser

rating. Concerning the goal of discussing the child's

place in the missionary home, new missionaries were much

less confident that the goal could be achieved than were

the other groups. On the other hand, they set a greater

level of attainability on the study of culture than the

group as a whole or either of the two other groups. Order

of priority for the goals remained relatively the same fpr

all groups, especially at the extremes of least and great-

est priority. One exception was that new missionaries

placed a much higher priority on the goal of establishing

ties with MK's on the field than that of discussing their i

place in the missionary home, while the other two groups

set their priorities in reverse order.

While analysis of the survey response by geographic

area in which the respondents live is characterized by

marked internal similarities, there is some degree of vari-

ation noted in each of the variables of importance, re-

sponsibility, and attainability. Missionaries in Europe

and the Middle East, for example, placed slightly less im-

portance on Bible reading than did missionaries in other

areas, while there was wide disparity in the perception of

the importance of experiencing the use of a correspondence

course. Missionaries in Middle America and South and

Southeast Asia found the Foreign Mission Board more respon-

sible for the development of academic skills than did
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their colleagues in other areas. Those serving in South

and Southeast Asia, Eastern South America, and West Africa

were not as optimistic as the missionaries in other areas

that the children could learn basic phrases in the local

language effectively. Regarding priority of the goals,

there was clear dissimilarity on the value of experimenting

with the use of a correspondence course. Again, these vari-

ations in perceptions of need can be incorporated into a

highly effective orientation program for new missionary

children.

Conclusions

From an analysis of the results of the study the

following conclusions may be drawn:

l. Missionary parents are able to identify needs of

missionary children in their transition from the United

States to new homes in other lands. Experienced mission-

aries who have attended an orientation and moved into new

areas have been primary witnesses of the process of adjust-

ment in the lives of their own children as well as other

children who have later arrived on the field. Missionaries

who have attended an orientation program but have not yet

moved to their new posts offer their perceptions of the

needs of their children and other inexperienced MK's in

their program while still in the preparation period. Both
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perspectives offer important information in the understand-

ing of this unique stage in the life of the missionary child.

2. Goals for an orientation program for new mis-

sionary children can be prioritized by studying perceptions

of the importance of the goal, the level of responsibility

for the goal's achievement by the sending agency, and the

degree to which it is possible to achieve the goal (impor-

tance, responsibility, attainability). Because of limits

on time, only those goals which are considered to be of im-

portance to the missionary child should be established.

Some goals, however, may be considered very important but

not primarily the responsibility of a sending agency to

adopt. It may well be the parents who should assume re-

sponsibility in meeting a specific need. Further, a goal

could be too difficult to attain in an orientation program

due to an insufficiency of time and resources. In this

case, a goal considered to be important could be given a

lesser priority in favor of another goal which could be

more easily achieved. It is thus necessary to consider

each of these elements in establishing priority for a goal.

3. Specific goals should be included in an orienta-

tion program for new missionary children. These include:

- Discussing aspects of the move which give the
children concern

- Reading Bible scriptures related to God's mission
and call
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— Becoming aware of some important aspects of the
culture

- Learning a few words and phrases in the language

4. An orientation program must be flexible enough

to allow modification in the plan for specific needs of

certain children. For example, children who will be living

in countries where there is the possibility for instruction

by means of home study should have some experience in using

a correspondence course. In addition, based on the percep-

tions of new missionaries who have not yet experienced the

actual move to a foreign land, the emotional and social

needs of the children should be considered, especially in

establishing ties with other MK's already on the field,

having opportunity to express inner feelings in art and

music, and becoming aware of parental support in the move.

5. The program for new missionary children should

primarily be focused on the orientation of the child rather

than on academic processes.

Implications for an Orientation Program

The prioritizing of goals for an orientation program

makes possible the drawing of certain implications for ef-

fective planning. Based on the results of the responses of

the missionary parents reported in this study, an orientation

program should consider activities which provide response to

the stated needs, including cognitive, emotional, Social, and

spiritual needs of the new MK.
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The goal considered to be of highest priority in this
study was:

Discussing aspects of the move which give the childrenconcern.

In response to this expressed need the orientation program
should include components designed to encourage the freedom
to discuss their concerns. These encounters require a great
deal of sensitivity and warmth and should include well-
trained professionals when needed. Missionaries on furlough,
as well as other individuals who have lived overseas, could
be considered resource people for such discussions. Other
missionary children, both peers and older teenagers or young
adults, could discuss their own personal experiences as
children in adjusting to life in another land. It would be
important throughout every facet of the orientation program

to project positive responses to anticipated differences
among the various cultures. While attempts to overemphasize
the glamour and romance of the move should be avoided, the
concept that different lifestyles should be appreciated,
understood, and ultimately enjoyed should be fostered. Basic
to the philosophy of the total orientation program, however,
is the commitment to honest, open interaction and to an
accepting community that encourages free exchange of fears
and concerns, whether it be in small_groups, total group, or
in one-to-one encounters. In addition to traditional_grOup
discussions, role play should be used to draw out concerns
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less easily articulated by young children. Because of the
rather wide age range of the youngsters, group discussions
will prevent the projections of fears and concerns of older
children on the younger ones.

The second goal in order of priority was:
Reading and discussing Bible scriptures related to
God's mission in the world and the "call" of God to
individuals to serve in a foreign land.

The orientation program should, therefore, provide time to

read and discuss Bible passages which shed some light on

God's mission and the new roles of the parents in determin-
ing to follow His call overseas. Because the missionary

parents have committed their lives to ministry outside their

own homeland, it is certainly understandable that they have

a keen desire that their children share some of their enthu-

siasm for and understanding of their mission. Reading and

discussing Bible passages illuminating the call of God under

the tutelage of an adult who is aware of and open to ques-

tions children may have in this area can aid in the child's
understanding of the purpose for the going to another land.

Again, it is important to divide the children into age groups
for the purpose of providing activities and projects in keep-
ing with the age and maturity of the child.

Missionary parents placed high priority on the
goal:

Becoming aware of some important aspects of the
culture of the country-
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A major portion of the orientation program then must be a

focus on studies in the culture of the country to which they

are going. Couched in the framework of "difference" as a

positive rather than negative aspect of life, these cultural

studies will enable the MK to know what to expect in the new

home. This aspect of the program is extremely difficult to

implement because of the logistics of gathering materials.

It is a vitally important component of the program, however.

Because of the wide differences in culture from land to land

and even between areas in the same country, much time must be

allowed in collecting data and materials for this study.

Some method for gathering necessary items from the various

countries of the world must be devised. Every country has

its own mission organization, and each chairman could perhaps

assign one person or a committee to serve as liaisons in this

project. The Foreign Mission Board periodically sends film

crews around the world. These photographers should make

videotapes and films not only of scenes, customs, and dress

of the various lands for study, but also of homes and schools

in which missionary children live and go to school. Books,

artifacts, clothing, and records acquired in other countries

must be made available to the children. Commercially made

films on countries of the world which are·marketed in the

United States are available and could enhance the study. A

cooking area where children could cook and taste some of the
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foods eaten in other countries should be provided. Furlough-
ing or returned missionaries are available to assist with

menus, recipes, and demonstrations. Opportunities to compare·
customs throughout the world.would serve as a reminder that

we live in a world of rich diversity. Comparison of holidays,
types of housing, means of transportation, family structures,

and various other aspects of life would broaden their under-
standing of sociological and anthropological issues and in-
crease their tolerance for differences.

The fourth goal by order of priority was:
Learning a few words and phrases in the language.

The orientation program, therefore, will offer opportunities
to learn a few words or phrases in the language. Following

suggestions from missionaries in the study, audio tapes may

be made on the field by native speakers or experienced mis-

sionaries to ensure correct inflection and pronunciation.

The purpose of this exposure to language is obviously not
to produce fluent linguists but to create a mindset for en-
thusiastic involvement in language study when they arrive on
the field. What is done in orientation in the way of lan-
guage should be fun and definitely not stressful. Attendance
at a church where the language is used, when possible, would

offer opportunity for further exposure. A visit to the em-
bassies in Washington D. C. would provide additional re-
sources for both literature in the language and hearing the
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spoken language. The words and phrases presented should

be based on age and interests of the children and those most

urgently needed when the MK's arrive in their new country.

Gaining information regarding important basic facts
of the history and geography of the country

was the next goal in order of priority. The program should

thus provide time and resources for a study of interesting

facts from history and_geography of the new country. Care

must be taken to provide factual information specific to

the country to which the child is moving. Slides, l6 mm.

films, and videotapes will again be of help in communicating

the facts. Since the parents will also be participating in

similar studies, family projects could easily be a part of

this emphasis. Additional materials targeted for children

should be added to those already being used with parents.

Materials may be located in issues of periodicals such as

National Geographic, in social studies textbooks, from travel

agencies, and from embassies. Because of the young ages of

the children pictures, models, films, actual objects, and

other concrete and representational materials should be used

in preference to the reading of facts from a book. In addi-

tion, the developmental level of the children should be

considered in order to select items of interest to them.

In anticipation of possible educational settings for

the children, parents placed this goal at a high level of

priority:
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° Experimenting with the use of a correspondence
course.

It was thus indicated that the orientation program should
offer experience in the use of a correspondence course.
While some children may not have cause to use a correspon-
dence course on the field, others will find this experience
immediately useful. Since there are several correspondence
courses available, parents could be made aware of the
strengths and weaknesses of each and could inspect materials
and books included in each course. This experience would
not only provide experience for the child in working more
independently than in schools in the U. S., but also offer
the parents opportunity to use portions of a course in a

situation where questions could be answered and suggestions
made for its best utilization.

The following goal was selected next in the order of
priority:

Discussing the child's place in the missionary home_
· The program, in meeting this need, would provide time to dis-

cuss the MK's place in the missionary home. Again, this must
be done with a great deal of sensitivity. Some missionaries
in the study felt the MK's should be considered a part of the
mission work. Others strongly rejected the notion of MK's as
"little missionaries." Care should be taken to present an
approach which can be supported by all parents. Missionaries

as a group felt they as parents should assume some responsi-
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bility in this matter. Perhaps the best approach would be to

provide a special time for focusing on family interaction.
A family counselor would be extremely beneficial in this en-
counter.

In consideration of the social needs of new missionary
children, the missionary parents placed the following goal at
a mid-level priority:

i

Developing skills in making new friends and inter-
acting wit people of another culture.

Understanding the mores of another culture, focusing on

others as opposed to one's self, and the consideration of
body language and gestures are facets of this area. The
children should be made aware that certain responses con-

sidered rude in the U. S., such as staring or laughing at
someone, may be perfectly acceptable in other cultures. Role
play could help the children in accepting different types of

interaction without feeling intimidated by behavior which
is strange or unusual in the U. S.

Also addressing a social need, the following goal was
placed mid-way in order of priority:

Establishing ties with other MK's or nationals in
the new country through tapes, letters, and video-
Eyes-

The orientation program must, therefore, offer some means of
establishing ties with other MK's or nationals in the new

country. In conjunction with the obtaining of videotapes and
films from the different countries for cultural studies,
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further film footage could be shot of other missionary U

children already living there. These tapes and films could

then be used as an impetus to initiate a pen-pal program and

perhaps an audio-tape exchange.

Understanding basic beliefs of the major religionCs)

This goal requires an overview of the major religion(s) of the

country. In most cases a study of religion is inseparable

from a study of the culture. Holidays, and even food and

dress, are often closely associated with religion. Books,

films, videotapes, and first—hand accounts by other mission-

aries and missionary children should be used to help the new

MK's to understand the similarities and differences of

Christianity and the beliefs of the people with whom they

will be living. Obviously, the age and interest of the child

will determine how complex this study should be.

Although the following goal was considered of great

importance, it was not considered to be the prime responsi-

bility of the Foreign Mission Board:

Becominq aware of parental support in the move-

Because the missionaries stated that they felt they them-
A

selves should assume major responsibility in helping the

child become aware of parental support, perhaps the means of

anticipating and meeting this need can be offered in the

parents' orientation program or jointly with.families cooper-

ating on specific projects together. Since the goal was
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considered to be very important, it should not be neglected

simply because it is not considered to be directly under the

responsibility of the Foreign Mission Board.
A

The following_goal was one of relatively low prior-

ity:

Having opportunity to express inner feelings through
art, music, and writing-

Although this goal was not considered of high priority, it is

perhaps a natural corollary to the discussion of matters

regarding the move which give them concern. While some

children easily and naturally verbalize their own feelings,

others have difficulty in expressing deep feelings in words.

Therefore, this activity may provide for them the same outlet

others find in discussions. A wide variety of art supplies

should be available to the children, as well as time and

encouragement to express their feelings in various media

inculding music, drama, and writing. A small stage for in-

formal dramas and puppet shows, a "wet" area for art activi-

ties, and musical instruments should be considered in planning

for buildings and equipment.

The achievement of this next goal can call for a

variety of activities for the children:

Understanding some of the·mechanics of a move to another 1
country.

Because of the close proximity of the orientation center to

the capital, Washington, D. C., the children could visit the

embassies and various oth.er governméntal 8.g&1'1Ci€S in fOllOWiI'lg
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the process of obtaining a pssport and a visa. While per-

haps not vital to a satisfactory transition or adjustment
in the new country, these visits could certainly help the
child feel a part of the transactions involved in a change

to a residence overseas.

Two of the_goals related to the academic area:

Learning how to study;

° Improving academic skills in an area of identified
weakness.

These goals were perceived to be of moderate importance,

but because of low ratings in responsibility and attaina-

bility, they were placed among the lowest levels of priority.

If there were effective means of meeting these goals, they _i

should be included in the development of the orientation pro-

gram. It is possible that children could be screened with a
measure of academic achievement to ascertain present level of

achievement. Further assessment would then be provided for

children who seemed to be experiencing difficulty. With the

resulting information, a competent teacher would provide ex-

planation and practice in specific areas of weakness. In

addition, close observation by an experienced teacher, along

with the possible use of standardized tests for the deter-

mination of learning style, should be utilized to help the
children identify study procedures which would be most ef-

fective for the individual. These techniques are easily
operative within the Cchtext of the regular program by a
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trained, experienced teacher. The information gleaned from

such observations could be critical for the child in any
educational setting, but especially in the situation where

parents teach the children.

This goal was considered by the respondents to be

of the lowest level of priority:

Developing skills in sports and arts which will be
useful in the new home•

While this goal was not considered important and also con-

sidered difficult to achieve, it could be incorporated into

the recreational and art and music aspects of the program.

Soccer, a rather international sport, should_be encouraged

at play times for both boys and girls. In addition, art

projects such as batik—making and carving could offer ex-

posure to aesthetic elements of the culture which will not

only bring opportunity for creative involvement but encourage

an appreciation for skill in arts and crafts of other coun-

_ tries. Music, as well, both instrumental and vocal, should

be incorporated into the curriculum to encourage involvement

and participation and develop an understanding of this ex-

pression of a country's heartbeat.

It has been stated that the creation of an orientation

program for missionary children is a difficult project for

two reasons. First, there is no model which.can be applied.

Secondly, needs of the children which should be addressed

have not been assessed. This study has evaluated basic goals
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which may be incorporated into the various components of

such a program. Further evaluation is only possible upon

the implementation of the_goals.

With a new awareness of the importance of the posi-

tive adjustment and ultimate fulfillment of the·missionary

child, other formal attempts to provide for their smooth

transition to their new homes will be noted. Missionary

families, and ultimately the sending agencies themselves,

can only benefit from such a thrust.

Further Research

Research in the area of third—culture children has

been extremely limited in the past. This study has been an

attempt to uncover needs of the young missionary child as he

faces life in another area of the world. Implementation of

the goals in an orientation program for new MK's proposed by

this study will require an evaluation of the effectiveness

of the program. Such a study would identify strengths and

weaknesses of the program and benefit other agencies which

would incorporate such elements into a program of their own.

The needs assessment in this study was based on perceptions

of missionary parents. Further research in this arena could

assess the perceptions of the missionary children themselves.

As church mission boards, businesses, and governmen-

tal agencies consider the establishment of orientation pro-

grams for children preceding their move with their parents
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to the foreign posts, and surely they must, other needs

assessment surveys will be necessary. Replication of this
study with another population could yield further informa-

tion regarding the characteristics of the neophyte third

culture child.

Each year a number of career missionaries find it

necessary to resign and return to the United States because

of various extenuating circumstances. Research directed

toward identification of instances of resignation due to

problems involving the children could provide information

for predicting such difficulties and offering intervention
to lower the attrition rate among missionaries.

The subject of third culture children is a fertile

field for additional research. The increasing number of

Americans living overseas will no doubt stimulate further

interest in this area and contribute to the knowledge and

understanding of this unique population.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FOR MISSIONARY PARENTS

PREASSESSMENT INTERVIEWS

1. Knowing what you know·nowy what do you consider to be
the most difficult adjustment for MK‘s moving to the
field?

2. Did your child/children make a satisfactory adjustment
upon arrival to the field?

3. What might you have done to make your child's adjustment
easier?

4. What might others (the Foreign Mission Board perhaps)
have done to make the transition easier?

5. Did you teach your own child on the field?

Did you feel prepared to do so?

Did your child experience any educational difficulty
on the field or during furlough in the U. S.?
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6. Prioritize these items (1 to 4) with 1 being the most
important emphasis, 2 the next important, etc., for
children during the orientation program:

E Education (basic skills, diagnosis of
deficiencies, etc.)

Religion (Bible study, etc.)

Culture (history, geography, custdms, food, etc.)

Orientation (purpose of the mission family,
school, other MK's leisure time, etc.)
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MISSIONARY KIDS

How old were you when you went to your field of service the
first time?

a. Was born there
b. One year or less, to five years
c. Six to ten years
d. Over ten years

Listed below are some areas of concern that MK's may have
about a move overseas. How significant were they in your
adjustment as an MK? Respond to each by checking according
to the following scale:

l — of no significance
2 - of little significance
3 — of some significance
4 - of great significance ·

l 2 3 IIIU
Leaving family members andfriendsMaking

newfriendsaaaa aaaggaga II-I
Health and safety of self and family in

traveling to the field

Health and safety of self and family in
the new country

Political unrest or religiousdifferencesMoving
into a strangecultureChanging

schools or educational settings
.Beingseparated from the "American way of

life"
Anxiety about going away from home. to school

1
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Since you have lived overseas as an MK, you have much experi-
ence from which you could share with a new MK. What advice
would you give to a new MK just before he leaves for the
field?

What is the one most important need a new MK has that could
be met in an orientation before going to the field?

In what country (or countries) did you live as an MK?
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MISSIONARY PARENTS

In order to provide an effective orientation program
for new MK's, it is first essential to identify their most
pressing needs at this significant time in their lives.
Listed below are needs which a missionary child may face
prior to departure to the field. Please respond to each by
checking SD (strongly disagree, D (disagree), A (agree), or
SA (strongly agree).

New MK's need: A SA
To learn how tostudyTo

have experience in using a
correspondence course

Ukadevelop academic skills in areas of
identified weakness

To become aware of some important aspects
of the culture of the new country; i.e.
customs, dress, food, holidays, etc.

To gain information regarding important
basic facts of the history and geo-
graphy of the country

To learn a few phrases and words in the
new language

To learn efficient and effective study
skills

To develop skills in areas of sports and
arts which will be useful in the new
home

To understand some of the physical
involvements of a move to another
country; i.e. passport, visa, work of
an embassy .

To establish ties with other MK's or
nationals in the new country through
tapes, letters, videotapes. R i l
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(Continued) A SA
·To develop skills in making new friends and

interacting with people of another country

To discuss aspects of the move which give
him/her concern

To have opportunity to express inner
feelings through art, music, and writing

To read and discuss Bible scriptures related
to God's mission in the world and the
"call" of God to individuals to serve in a
foreign land (commensurate to their intel-
lectual, emotional, and spiritual develop-
ment)

To understand basic beliefs of the major
religion(s) of the country to which the
child is moving

To discuss his/her place in the missionary
home

The MK may experience a number of fears related to the move
and residence in a foreign land. Please respond to the
following:

New MK's are concerned or fearful of or about the following:

Leaving family andfriendsMining
new

friendsExperiencinga newlanguageFacing
a new school

situationHealthand safety of self and family in
traveling to the field

Health and safety of self and family while
living on the field . „

Communism, animism, or other types of
political or spiritual conditions .. g .
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What other fears, if any, do the MK's experience?

What is the one most important need that your children
had that could be met in an orientation?
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MK ORIENTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

On the attached questionnaire are 16 goals which have been established for
the orientation of new MKs during a two-month period at the Missionary
Orientation Center. These goals were formulated from suggestions made by
missionaries on furlough. We would like to determine the priority of these
goals by considering these questions:

l
Question A: Are the goals important in helping an MK adjust

to life in a new culture?

Question B: Should an orientation of new MKs be concerned
with these goals?

Question C: How possible is it to achieve the goal during a
two-month stateside orientation?

You are part of a group of Southern Baptist Convention missionaries selected
to help us determine the priority of these goals. We are extremely dependent
on your assistance in developing a curriculum for the children at MOC.

Please read and follow the directions below:

1. For each of the 16 goals answer Questions A, B and C by marking an X
in the appropriate space.

Example:

Question A Question B Question C

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

()(X)()() ()()(X)() C)<>(>(x>
2. Complete the personal information section and include any comments or

suggestions. (Please attach an additional sheet if needed.)

Thank you for your interest in this attempt to determine needs of the new
MK. If you have questions or further suggestions, please feel free to
write me.

Sincerely, '

Dellanna O'Brien
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A NEEDS ASSESSMENT OF THIRD CULTURE CHILDREN

AND THE ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLICATIONS

FOR AN ORIENTATION PROGRAM

by
Dellanna West O'Brien

<.ABsTRAcT)

Three groups of Southern Baptist foreign missionary parents,

career, former, and new missionaries, numbering 492, reported

their perceptions of the cognitive, social, emotional, and

spiritual needs of young missionary children by rating six-

teen goals for a pre—departure orientation on the variables

of importance, responsibility and attainability. Mean

scores of each of the variables were used to compute a criti-

cality quotient, based on the Westinghouse Needs Assessment

Model, to be used in determining the priority of each goal.

Data analysis included total response, group response, and

response by geographic location of the respondents. Impli-

cations were then drawn for the development of an orienta-

tion program for missionary children.

No one category of need (cognitive, social, emotional, or

spiritual) emerged as the most consuming for young missionary

children. Rather, the goals related to the categories were

well dispersed throughout the priority ranking.


